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I. SUMMARY
The axisymmetric wet-duct mixing analysis and computer
program of Reference 1 have been successfully revised to remove
many of the restrictive assumptions required. The improved
program allows duct pressure to vary, thereby automatically
satisfying the conservation equations everywhere; permits any
axisymmetric inlet velocity profile; provides four different sets
of coolant injection characteristics simultaneously; and permits
variation of momentum and mass mixing rates and coolant evapora-
tion rate.
It was determined by a series of "computer experiments"
that the assumed mixing coefficients, especially the mass mixing
coefficient Ck, dominate the mixing-duct temperature profiles,
whereas evaporation rate of the coolant is unimportant. That is,
the presence of coolant at a given point in the flow field is
significant; whether it appears there in liquid or vapor form
is of essentially no importance.
Correlations of the improved analytical program with early
scale-model Westinghouse test data and recent Aerojet-General
experiments revealed that the computer program was always over-
conservative. Correlations with Westinghouse experiments, which
employed axial liquid injection, were considerably better than
those with Aerojet-General tests, which used radial liquid
injection. It appeared likely that the differences between
experiment and analysis were caused principally by (a) differences
between assumed and actual mass mixing coefficient c., and
(b) differences (in the AGC tests) between degree of_initial
coolant-jet dispersion. Both these effects can be readily
incorporated into the analysis, and it is recommended that the
AGC experiments be used in this way to establish proper
analytical values for ck and the effective coolant injection
location.
A full-scale E/STS-2, 3 performance prediction was made
for the current set of input conditions and configuration.
Predicted temperature profiles indicated non-ideal distribution
of coolant, so the coolant-injection distribution was revised
(rather arbitrarily) and used to analyze a "modified design"
case. This modified design, although certainly not optimum,
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revealed much better performance; i.e., the hydrogen gas was
almost fully cooled between 1 and 1½ mixing duct diameters
downstream, and was completely cooled at 2 diameters. Clearly,
however, the results of these analyses depend critically on
the values selected for the mixing coefficient ck and, perhaps,
several other key inputs.
It was therefore concluded that a parameter study of the
exhaust duct should be performed, incorporating proper values
(estimated from AGC experiments as described earlier) for
ck and effective coolant injection location, in order to
optimize the coolant injection pattern for E/STS-2 and 3
preliminary design purposes. The present analysis and computer
program are believed to be entirely suitable for such a study
without further modification.
- 2 -
II. INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose
The program described in this report was u_ertaken in
order to improve upon the feasibility analysis performed
in a prior contract 2 (SNPC-49) and to predict flow para-
meters in a single geometrical configuration of the E/STS-2
and E/STS-3 water-injection-cooled subsonic diffuser. The
pertinent portion of the work statement for the present
contract 3 (SNPC-55) is as follows:
"Conduct an analysis of the 'water injection' concept
as applied to the AGC conceptual E/STS 2/3 exhaust duct
configuration utilizing the basic analysis and computer
program developed under Contract SNPC-49, 'Analytical
Feasibility Study of a Water-Injection-Cooled Diffuser
for Nuclear Rocket Engine/Stage Test Stands E/STS 2 and
3,' and modified as follows:
i. The primary mixing analysis shall retain the con-
stant pressure assumption, since the present large-
plenum duct configuration with an average Mach No.
of approximately 0.3 at the entrance does not
violate the constant pressure process assumption.
However, the analysis shall be modified to provide
Mach No. profiles and verify that the continuity
equation is satisfied at all downstream points.
. The analysis shall be restricted to one fixed
geometry duct. As in the previous study developed
under Contract SNPC-49, no turning of the stream
shall be considered.
. The penetration distances of individual jets shall
be different; that is, solutions to the analysis
made under Contract SNPC-49 shall be superimposed
for different water orifice mass flow rates
simultaneously (3 or more).
* Superscript numbers indicate references listed on pages 82
and 83.
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• The jet penetration analysis of R. Ingebo of the
Lewis Research Center shall be incorporated and
the large-jet data developed in the tests in the
Lewis Icing Tunnel shall be utilized•
• The importance of vaporization characteristics of
the injected water shall be evaluated by consider-
ing different cases varying from full equilibrium
to zero evaporation.
o A single non-flat inlet Mach No. profile shall be
provided to replace the flat profile considered in
the analysis made under Contract SNPC-49.
"Approximate geometry: The water is injected radially
into the gas stream at the exit of the diffuser which
is 140" in diameter. The diffuser discharges into a
large diameter (32' circular) plenum-type 90 ° turn.
"Approximate Test Condition: The gas conditions at the
water injection station are 300#/sec. of hydrogen at
5000°R. The Mach No. profile varies from 0 at the
diffuser wall to about 0.7 at the center• The water
flow rates and available injection pressures will be
specified by the Government.
"The Ingebo correlation, the large-jet data, the exact
duct geometry, and the exact test conditions will be
supplied by the Government upon request after start of
work. "
B. History
The analysis described in Reference 1 was performed in
order to determine the general feasibility of the water-
injection-cooled subsonic diffuser concept, and therefore
included a number of rather restrictive assumptions• It
was specifically recommended in Reference 1 that the
generality and applicability of the analysis could be
considerably improved by removal of the following restrictions:
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i. Constant pressure in the mixing duct.
. A single radial penetration distance for all
injected coolant•
3. Flat inlet gas velocity profile.
4. Equilibrium coolant vaporization.
• Prandtl and Schmidt numbers of unity for the mixing
process.
The current contract (Reference 3) was therefore under-
taken by Greyrad in order to remove these restrictions from
the original analysis contracted in Reference 2.
Note that in the above work statement, taken from
Reference 3, the restrictive constant-pressure assumption
was reinstated in order to decrease program cost, since it
was stated by NASA that maximum Mach numbers would not ex-
ceed 0.3. However, since the inlet Mach number profile was
not flat, the peak centerline Mach numbers (see later text)
were nearly unity, and the analysis as undertaken in this
contract had to be generalized by again removing the constant-
pressure assumption as was originally recommended.
A further restriction was imposed on the present analysis
in order to reduce cost and time: only a single duct geometry
and set of inlet conditions were to be considered. The final
geometry selected varied somewhat from that stipulated in the
above work statement, as will be detailed later in the report.
The present report therefore:
lo Describes the modifications made in the original
program.
2. Presents the revised computer program in its entirety•
. Demonstrates several important effects of the modifi-
cations, particularly in the area of mixing and
evaporation assumptions.
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••
Re-compares the revised program output with old
Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory (WANL) scale-
model test data and new Aerojet-General Corporation
(AGC) scale-model test data.
Presents predicted flow parameter distributions for
the selected geometry and inlet flow conditions•
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III. ANALYSIS
A. General Approach
The overall approach to the analysis is the same as
that described in detail in Reference i, and much of the
introductory and explanatory material appearing in that
reference need not be repeated here. The major modifica-
tions are those which needed to be introduced in order to
remove the previously-assumed restrictions listed in the
previous section. This section describes the revised
program in some detail, with the principal emphasis placed
on the modifications made to the original analysis presented
in Reference i.
Note that, as indicated in the work statement given
earlier, the analysis still pertains to a basically one-
dimensional flow configuration with no bends, and there-
fore does not exactly simulate the actual geometry of the
E/STS 2 - 3 ducts as described in a later section. Important
features of the geometrical model used in the analysis are
shown in Figure i. A complete list of all notations used
in this report appears in Appendix A.
B. Inlet Duct Conditions
In removing the restriction to "flat" inlet hydrogen
velocity profiles used in Reference i, it was necessary to
establish a sufficiently general Mach number profile to use
in the subsequent analysis. Since there was some doubt as
to the actual profile, _ur different profiles were established,
and were later used to determine the sensitivity of the analysis
to variations in the inlet profile. The four profiles used,
taken from References 4 and 5, are shown in Figure 2.
These profile data were used to establish values for
mean Mach number M1 and "flow coefficient" cwl (see Table I)
by the methods illustrated in Appendix B.
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TABLE I
Inlet Gas Profile Data (see Figure 2)
Profile Reference _i cwl
1 4 0.595 0. 388
2 4 0.583 0.511
3 (Avg) 0.580 0.456
4 5 0.681 0.649
Values of cw and M 1 then provide the duct static
pressure Pl (assumed uniform across the subsonic inlet
duct exit plane):
Pl = mc*
eWl aI g%- - 2 ½
M 1 (i + _ - 1 Sl )
2
The effective inlet stagnation pressure is then:
2 Y
Y- 1 --
= Pl (i + M ) _- 1Pt 1 2 1
(1)
(2)
and the average inlet-gas dynamic pressure is:
%
2
(3)
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C. Water-Jet Penetration
To keep the analysis flexible, the computer program
still provides the option of injecting the water axially at
preselected radial locations, in a manner similar to that
used by Westinghouse, or radially, in which case the pene-
tration analysis of Appendix C can be employed.
For the more interesting case of radial injection, the
non-flat inlet profile introduces a substantial change in
the penetration calculation as compared with that of
Reference i. As shown in Appendix C, the dimensionless
penetration coordinates X andS', , are related by:
[ 0J3I
= Yl =
where _' R_
2
and q. = n_jvj
3 2
__
r 1
R 1
(calculated from input numbers
of water jets and diameters,
and either input water mass
flow rate or total pressure)
(4)
Values of _' and X for the Mach number profiles of
Figure 2 are presented in Figure 3. For convenience, the
liquid-jet trajectory in a uniform gas flow field is also
presented.
All calculations germane to the nonuniform inlet profile
are conducted with a separate computer program called PEN
which is presented in Appendix E. Required inputs are tabular
M - _ data, number of values of _ considered, and isentropic
exponent ( _ = 1.4 for the calculations here). Output results
are M, c w, _i' _2' _', and X, along with certain other
data. The results of these calculations are used in the
mixing program in the form of tabular data assembled in a
data subroutine called KEMD.
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The penetration trajectory results are approximated
(within 2k_,_ + 0.02) by an equation of the form:
n
= aX (5)
where a and n are constants whose magnitudes depend
upon the range of X. Inasmuch as _' is asymptotic in
X, it has been found convenient to truncate the penetration
at some arbitrarily defined maximum trajectory inclination
_max" This is done by using the following relation,
obtained through appropriate manipulation of Equation (5):
= n ntan n
(6)
If --_jl is less than DJ c/Dl (where D.3c is the diameter
of the jet input which reaches the centerline, if any), an
indication of centerline penetration is printed out. The
effect of truncation at _max on penetration is shown in
Figure 4 by examining the dependence on _ max of the
parame te r:
n
1 - n
( n tan O(max) ( "_ Ymax for fixed conditions)
for a representative value of n = i/ii. It may be noted
that Ymax varies only about plus or minus i0 percent for
cutoff angles varying between 76 and 88 degrees. Accordingly,
a cutoff value of _max = 85 degrees is believed to be a
reasonable criterion, and has been so employed.
In the computational procedure, all water jets are assumed
to have the same total pressure, and thence the same dynamic
pressure, mass flux, and velocity. Jet diameters may vary
between jet rows and the jet rows are allowed limited freedom
on their azimuthal orientation. One to four rows, each of
different diameter jets, may be employed.
- 13-
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D. Conditions at Origin of Mixing
Mixing originates at Station 2 in Figure 1.
to be defined at Station 2 include:
Conditions
i.
2.
Jet column diameters D
3
Jet momentum, velocity, temperature, etc.
3. Radial and azimuthal locations of jets.
. Hydrogen stream properties such as Mach number,
pressure, velocity, etc.
Items 1 and 2 are simply defined by the values of the
jet parameters at their point of injection, with the possible
exception of a centerline jet defined by contributions from
jets which penetrate the centerline:
n °
3c
Definition of Items 3 and 4 is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
For jets located in the inlet, it is assume here, as was
done in Reference i, that mixing between the water and hydrogen
in the transition region between Stations 1 and 2 will be
essentially the same as would occur over the same distance if
the hydrogen flow were abruptly diffused to a uniform condition
within the mixing duct at its upstream end. It is further
assumed that when the water jets have achieved their maximum
penetration (defined in the previous section), the water
columns will follow the gas streamlines in the transition
between Stations 1 and 2. With the further assumption that
the gas conditions are uniform at Station 2, Item 3 above can
now be defined.
The method for location of the inlet duct gas streamlines
within the mixing duct is presented in Appendix B. Results
from the method, using the inlet profile information of
Figure 2 and Table I, are presented in Figure 5. It can be
seen that water jets which penetrate to a given dimensionless
radius _j in the inlet will in general appear at a much
1
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greater dimensionless radius _J2 in the mixing duct.
For example, if a jet is injected so that it penetrates up
to about 30 percent of the distance to the inlet duct
centerline, it will be virtually adjacent to the wall when
it reaches the mixing duct for the first three profiles
considered. On the other hand, from the penetration results
of Figure 3, it can be argued that even very small jets at
low dynamic pressure will penetrate the flow very easily,
because the gas velocity is so low near the walls. Accord-
ingly, these two compensating effects suggest that the
radial location of the jets in the mixing duct will tend
to be relatively insensitive to the inlet profile assumed,
according to the present analysis.
In subsequent analyses, it is again assumed, as was done
in Reference i, that the jet radial locations in the mixing
duct are independent of axial position. This is in accordance
with the above-stated assumptions that the mixing-duct flow
is one-dimensional and that mixing in the transition region
is virtually the same as in the mixing duct. Also, the
assumption that the flow is axisymmetric in the inlet implies
that the aximuthal orientations of the water jets will be
the same in both ducts.
Hydrogen stream properties (Item 4 above) are determined
by the simple analysis of Appendix D, exactly as was done in
reference i. Here is is assumed that the mixing region is
adiabatic, with negligible wall shear, and that the "base"
region where D 1 expands to D 2 is at the duct inlet pressure
Pl" Performing a force balance on the system between
Stations 1 and 2:
- + (_ + g_ )uA u + u : p3A2
Pl 2 H2o 31 H2 H02 H2 3
1
(7)
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As shown in Appendix C,
plA + u = p2A2 + u2 H H 0 H H
2 2 2 2
2
(8)
where all the parameters on the right side can be evaluated
analytically (see Appendix C).
Thus, the complete flow field at the inception of mixing
is defined, and may be used as input to the mixing analysis
to be discussed later.
E. Condition at End of Mixing for an Infinitely Long Duct
Before proceeding to the detailed mixing analysis
between Stations 2 and 3 of Figure i, it is of interest to
determine the final conditions which would exist after com-
plete mixing. This calculation is useful for the following
reasons:
lo It is desirable to know what the final conditions
will be in order to properly weigh results for
partial mixing.
. Certain geometries and inlet conditions may cause
choking in the mixing duct. It is desirable to be
able to recognize this condition in order to
evaluate the possibility of changing the assumed
inlet conditions.
. It was not certain whether accuracy requirements
would necessitate consideration of pressure gradients
in the mixing duct for the geometries that were to
be analyzed. Accordingly, it was desirable to
establish the potential magnitudes of the pressure
differences in the mixing duct.
. Assuming that pressure gradients would need to be
considered, it was felt that a computational pro-
cedure for considering these pressure gradients
could be established in part through development
of a final condition computation procedure.
- 18 -
Proceeding now to the calculation of conditions after
complete mixing (e.g., in an infinitely long adiabatic duct
with no wall shear), we require, in addition to the previously-
stated momentum relation, the constraints provided by con-
tinuity and energy considerations:
Conservation of energy requires
t
+ = (£_ + _ )ht3
_H2ohtH20 %2htH2 _2° H2
(9)
and continuity requires
 ,H201+ _ + ) == ( _H2
_H 2 O H 2 (i0)
1 3
or, alternatively,
k 3 + (i - k3)
Thu s, k =
3
= 1 where k ------ H20
h h t _"h
t 3 - H 2
ht - h t
3 H 2
Note that this overall conservation requirement is
identical to what would be obtained from the Crocco rela-
tions for Lewis number unity. In later sections, it is
assumed that
h t - htH 2
k =
ht
3 - htH2
which is certainly at least always true in the water stream,
the hydrogen stream, and the completely mixed stream.
(ii)
(12)
Employing now the further condition that
([u)3
H20 + _ H 2
A 2
(13)
enough basic information is available to proceed with the
solution for the conditions after complete mixing:
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([ u2) 3
A2
+
u
H20 J 1 H2
u
H
2
A
2
2 (14)
(15)
[_u(h t - htH2) _ 3 : (<uk) (h t )3 j - htH 2
= _H20
(ht3 h t )
A 2 H 2
It can be recognized that for an assumed value of P3'
the numerical magnitudes of the momentum, mass, and enthalpy
fluxes can be evaluated and a solution obtained for all
mixed-state properties at the assumed pressure. This is
accomplished in a computer subroutine called STATE, which
is described in Reference 1 and, for convenience, later in
the present report.
A fourth condition which permits the final determination
of P3' and thence the final solution for all state properties,
is hydrogen continuity:
2T[ u(l - k)rdr = _u(l - k)A 2 = _%H (17)
3 2
The method employed in the analysis is to evaluate the
individual values of _, u, and k in the STATE subroutine
for the assumed pressure, compare their combination on the
left side of hydrogen continuity Equation (17) with the
known (input) value on the right side, and modify P3 until
Equation (17) is satisfied. The same technique developed
here for the determination of the final complete mixed con-
ditions was employed for solution of state properties in
the partially mixed flow field, as is discussed later.
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As an example of the use of this procedure, data were
computed as a function of water flow rate at fixed geometry
and hydrogen conditions. These results are presented in
Figure 6, which shows that for the particular geometry and
conditions considered, the final pressure varies only about
0.5 percent over the entire range of water flows considered.
However, by following the intermediate results during the
iteration on the final pressure, it was determined that the
magnitude of the left side of the hydrogen continuity
Equation (17) was extremely sensitive to very small changes
in pressure. This result, along with the results from
studies to be described later, confirmed the need for
consideration of pressure gradients in the mixing duct.
If during the iteration on final pressure it is found
that the left side of Equation (17) maximizes at a value
less than the magnitude of the input hydrogen mass flow
rate, it is because complete mixing conditions are not
physically possible for the assumed inlet conditions; that
is, the flow would choke in the mixing duct before complete
mixing is obtained. When the computer program encounters
this situation, a message to this effect is printed out.
F. Mixing Analysis
1. General
The analysis presented in Reference l, which is
based on the assumption of constant pressure throughout
the mixing duct, is incorporated into the present
variable-pressure study. In the mixing region between
Stations 2 and 3 in Figure i, the conventional relations
describing the diffusion of mass, momentum, enthalpy,
and species in an axisymmetric constant pressure flow
field are:
Mass
+ __i _vr = 0
r _r
(18)
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Momentum
_u _ 1 _ ~ _u
+ _V Or r _r (_r--_r)
(19)
Enthalpy
_h
+ Iv _h _ 1 _ i r _h ) +
_r r Or ( Cp _--_
_) (_r) 2
(20)
where
k
Specie i
_k
l
<u _x
£
D
_k _ _ _k.
i = 1 (_r (D) l
+ _v _)r r _r _ r
effective viscosity
= _+_6 m
effective conductivity = k +
h
effective mass diffusivity = D + 6
D
time-mean value of turbulent diffusion
coefficients (eddy coefficients)
)
(21)
These four relations are general for the case of
either laminar or turbulent flow (depending upon the
relative magnitudes of eddy and molecular transport
"properties") within the limitation that axial con-
duction terms can be ignored.
Equations (19), (20), and (21) may be rewritten
in terms of the turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers
Pr' and Sc', respectively:
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_u + _v _U =
_m _u ) (22)r _r
2 2
_(h + u ) _(h + u ) 1
22 + ov
r Dr\
_r
h + u£r
(23)
gu _ki + _ki = 1 _ _ _mr _ki ] (24)
_x _v _)r r _r " Sc' _r
It is apparent that these2equations are identical in u,
h t (= total enthalpy = h + --_ ), and k i when the turbulent
Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are unity. Since these numbers
generally vary from about 0.5 to 1.5 and rarely exceed 1.0 for
most gases, the enormous simplification achieved by the assumption
Pr' = Sc ° = 1.0 is not only useful, but also, in general, quite
accurate. Consequently, approximately similar solutions for
u , h t, and k i will be achieved if similar boundary conditions
can be established. Since arbitrary base values of enthalpy
and concentration are available, any system with but two
boundary values of these terms is solvable, providing there
exists a solution to any of the above three equations.
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2. Reichardt's Inductive Theory of Turbulent Mixing
The classical theory of Reichardt (Reference 6), as
developed in some detail for the case of interest here
in References 7 and 8, provides an accurate yet relatively
simple approach to the highly complex mixing process to be
considered.
Writing the inviscid momentum equation for the time
averag E of velocity, using the continuity (mass) equation
with _= 0,
2
_u + 1 _ (r uv) =
_r r Dr t
0 (25)
From consideration of his experimental data on free
turbulent jets, Reichardt found the data to be correlated
by a relation of the form:
2 k
_u = b_ e
- (r/b) 2
(26)
where k is a constant depending on the strength of the
jet, and b is a parameter dependent solely on (x - x=).
J
In order that Equation (26) be a solution to
Equation (25), certain conditions must be satisfied. If
the two equations are to be compatible, it can be shown
that:
_2
-- b db _u
uv = 2 dx _ r (27)
Substituting this into Equation (25),
_u- ___ b___ db --_ (r
x 2r dx _r
(28)
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2
Equation (28) is linear in _u, an_d it is, therefore,
possible to determine the profile of _u 2.in a field result-
ing from any number of source jets by a llnear superposition
of the solutions for the individual jets. Equation (28)
is thus the key to the mixing solution utilized here.
In addition to the differential Equation (25) stating
the conservation of axially-directed momentum, there also
exists the integral relation:
([u 2)j Aj = u 2 24 rdr
o
(29)
Insertion of Equation (26) yields:
k
A
( _l
_U 2) j
(30)
which in turn yields the result for a single free jet:
"--2 j2 _(_)2e
_u = ( )j
(31)
Equation (31) can only be used at axial distances
sufficiently far downstream that the jet may be con-
sidered a point source, a stipulation which will be
shown to be consistent with the wet diffuser problem
herein. However, if we assume that the parameter b
can be simply expressed in terms of x (where x now may
replace x - xj), then results can be obtained for all
x by linear superposition of an infinite number of
source jets of equal strength, and subsequent integration
across the exit plane of the actual flow.
The parameter b has been found experimentally to
vary linearly with x (see Reference 9, for example,
which contains some excellent basic data for single as
well as multiple jets). This dependence may be expressed
b = c x (32)
m
where c m is nearly constant and equal to 0.075 (Reference 9).
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Results obtained from Reference i0 (using a computer
program presented in Reference 8) for the variations of
momentum flux for all values of x are plotted in Figure 7.
It can be shown from the results of Figure 7 that
Equation (31) is approximately correct for values of
x/Dj greater than about i0, a condition quite appropriate
to the wet-duct diffuser geometry.
. Application of Reichardt's Theory to the Wet-Duct
Diffuser
Consider a single axial water source jet issuing into
an infinite hydrogen stream flowing parallel to the jet.
Performing a linear superposition of source (hydrogen and
water) momenta, the local momentum fluxes downstream of
the origin of mixing are as follows, according to
Reichardt's theory (Equation (31)):
2 [u2) [
_u = ( H + ( [U2) D0 2 rj H
2
(33)
where r is the radial distance from the centerline of the
jet to an arbitrary point in the flow field.
For turbulent Schmidt number unity, it follows from
the similarity arguments of the previous subsection that
the species flux is:
[uki = (_ uki)H + _ ( _uki )j - (_uki)H ] (_)2m e-(C7 )2
(34)
and for turbulent Prandtl number unity, the total enthalpy
flux is:
O O
_u(h t - h t ) = [_u(h t - h )]t H
+
- [_u(h t - ht°)]H
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As discussed earlier, it is necessary to establish
similar boundary conditions on u, k i, and h t in order to
obtain similar solutions for the various fluxes. Similar
boundary conditions can be established for k i and h t by
defining the following conditions for the infinite hydrogen
stream:
(ht - ht°) H
°1
= 0
at infinity (36)
Inasmuch as the base state for enthalpy is arbitrary,
Equation (36) is satisfied by assigning to the reference
enthalpy, ht°, the value of the total enthalpy in the
hydrogen stream, For the two-component system con-ht H"
sidered here (water and hydrogen), Equation (36) is
automatically satisfied (for the infinite free stream)
by choosing the species i to be water (kiH = 0 since there
is no water at r = _O ).
Letting i = 1 and rewriting Equations (34) and (35):
_(rD. 2 _-_x )
= (_u)j (__--_-___) e m (37)
since k I = 1.0 in the jet, and
_u (ht - h t ) = [_u (ht - htH) ] J (2Dc-_x)2 e-(Cm--_)
H m
2
(38)
In order to establish similar boundary conditions on
velocity, it is necessary to rewrite Equation (33) in
terms of velocity differences; that is:
similar momentum flux = _ u (u - u °) (39)
where u ° is a reference velocity. Further, for the
boundary conditions on u to be similar to those established
on k and h t, u ° must equal u H which in turn must be equal
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to zero. It would then appear that the present formulation
is rigorously correct only when the hydrogen velocity is
zero. It was, however, established through comparisons
made with solutions obtained through use of the Crocco
relations that the present solutions are also valid when
the jet velocity is small compared to the hydrogen velocity,
which will ordinarily be the case. Consequently, Equations
(33), (37), and (38) have been used, despite the fact that
they introduce several rather severe approximations.
Considering now the case of multiple jets in an infinite
free stream, various fluxes can be linearly superimposed
by simply changing the exponential function:
2c_ x2 -( ) e m
m
for the single jet to:
N,
3
D(__l_)
2c x
i = 1 m
s i 2
2 - (_--_)
e m
where Nj is the number of jets in the infinite free stream,
and si is the radial distance from a jet centerline to the
point of interest in the flow field. Up to this point,
there has been no restriction on the number of jets or
their arrangement; however, they have been constrained to
the same axial location and momenta.
The wet diffuser problem differs from that described
above, for which a solution is available, in at least two
important ways :
(a) Axial pressure gradients will generally exist in
the mixing duct as required to satisfy momentum
(see previous section).
(b) The integration limits on the right-hand side of
Equation (29) are (i) zero and (2) the duct radius_
as compared with (i) zero and (2) infinity for the
free-jet case. This suggests that if Reichardt's
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theory is employed, the mass, momentum, and
enthalpy fluxes within the duct must somehow be
modified to assure conservation within the system.
It will be shown later that for mixing ducts shorter
than:
c x
m _ 0 3,
D2
Item (b) above is satisfied simply by allowing for each
source jet two mirror images which reflect quantities of
mass, momentum, or energy back into the duct in an
approximately correct way. For cm = 0.075, this means
that Item (b) above is not critical for regions in the
mixing duct upstream of four duct diameters. This tech-
nique was employed in Reference i. In order to correct
Item (a), however, a major modification to the analysis
of Reference 1 is necessary.
The general approach to the inclusion of axial pressure
gradients was to obtain constant-pressure solutions as in
Reference i. An integration was then performed across
the flow field to check on hydrogen continuity, with
results characterized by those shown in Figure 8. The
results clearly demonstrate that axial pressure gradients
must be considered, almost regardless of their magnitude,
to assure that the hydrogen flow is conserved. If it is
not conserved, it is clear that neither momentum nor
energy are conserved in the system, and any resulting
flow field temperature predictions will be in error.
It has been suggested that the general form of
Equation (31) for mixing of a jet with stagnant fluid in
a confined duct is:
2r
(p _ pO) + _ 2 = __LI_D 2 e- (_-_x) + _ (cmx)
2 (_--x) m rm D
(Pi - pO) + _i _i m
(cmx) will be defined later, and is a fluxwhe re
-- m D
correction due to the confined duct flow, and the sub-
script i denotes initial conditions. For the case of
a free jet, po is taken as the ambient pressure so that
(40)
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031"
mF-
_ _,-
o8
oO
Z _
Z
(p _ pO) is always zero, and
ze ro.
c x
_m(_-- ) is identically
When fluxes due to jets are superimposed on fluxes
due to the hydrogen, the local momentum flux for the wet
diffuser analysis, according to Equation (40), is:
2
(P2 P)+
j c
_i = 1 ZCmX
3 c x
m D2
1 3
e
(41)
and pO need not be specified. The upper limit on the first
summation, 3Nj, reflects the one incident distance and two
reflected distances considered in the final computer formula-
tion for each jet.
It has been demonstrated that although mass and energy
transport are in general different than momentum transport
(see Reference 9, for example_ experimental mass and
energy fluxes can nevertheless be satisfactorily predicted
by employing mixing constants appropriate to the flux
considered (cm for momentum, ck for mass, and ch for
energy). However, consideration was given to the likelihood
tha_ for the wet diffuser problem, condensed species may
diffuse differently than do gas particles. This possibility
for different mixing was included in the present computer
program where the local water mass flux is:
_uk I
3N D_ 2 _ (si) 2 3 c x
_juj _ 3 + (k___)(2-_x ) e D2
= 1 k j
1
(42)
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and the enthalpy flux is:
3N. s i 2
,  c7,u(h t - h t ) = _ju (h t - h t (2-_.x) e[ H J
1
(43)
Consistent with the argument presented just subsequent
to Equation (12), it is assumed here that:
ck = ch
c x
and, as will be seen later, (44)
(45)
Now, as noted previously, jet mass, momentum, and
energy will not be conserved in a confined duct if the
free-jet theory of Reichardt is employed without modifi-
cation. Consideration must therefore be given to suitable
methods for the modification of Reichardt's theory for
the present problem. This is done through study of the
simple case of a single jet located on the centerline of
the entrance of the mixing duct, and evaluation of the
mass flow rate from the water mass flux relation.
Consider the mass flux relation given by Equation
(42). The mass flow rate of water in the mixing duct
at any axial location can be obtained by evaluation of
the following double integral, which can be performed
before the solution for state properties.
2_0 R= c<uN
H20
r dr dO (46)
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If all is well, the water flow rate from Equation
(42) will be the input water flow rate. The function:
is so defined as to always satisfy this requirement.
Nevertheless, its definition depends upon the degree of
rigor applied to the physics of the problem. Several
approaches were considered:
(a) Consideration of fluxes due to an incident dis-
tance from a jet to a point in the flow field
according to the theory of Reichardt, with a
uniform mass flux added across the flow field by
an amount sufficient to yield a water flow rate
equal to the input flow rate.
(b) Same as above, except for additional considera-
tion of two mirror images of the source jet
(the reflection method used in Reference i).
(c) Arrangements of six source jets outside the duct
for each actual jet within the duct, so as to
artificially confine the water flow to the duct.
Note that the upper limits on the first summations
of Equations (41) through (43) are N_, 3Nj, and 7N for
approaches (a), (b), and (c), respectively. These ]
approaches for a single jet on the centerline appear
physically as shown below:
(a) No reflecting jets
for
1 _k X
• the
jet
arbitrary point
flow field
(47)
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(b) Two reflecting jets
(doublet reflection)
s2= 2_.-r
(48)
(C) Six "reflecting" jets
(sextant reflection)
_3= 2E_r
(49)
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The flux correction function can be evaluated from
the jet geometry, Ck, and the axial location, without
consideration of thermodynamic or fluid-dynamic variables.
For the simple case of a single jet on the centerline, the
functions can be evaluated analytically for the first two
approaches, as indicated. More complex geometries require
numerical integrations such as for the sextant system
above.
Variations of water flow rate without the flux
correction functions for each of the geometries considered
above are presented in Figure 9. As noted earlier for the
doublet reflection scheme, water mass loss is negligible
for Ck--_x <[ 0.3.
D
A series of sample problems were run during the course
of the computer program development to determine the rela-
tive effectiveness of the various schemes. Input conditions
were chosen such as to cause large pressure gradients in
the mixing duct. Certain of these results are presented
in Figure i0, showing the computed hydrogen concentration
distribution in the duct for the first two schemes.* The
first scheme is the simplest operationally, but does not
satisfy the necessary physics in the sense that concentra-
tion gradients must be zero at the wall if there is to be
no mass flux across the wall. The second scheme does
satisfy this physical constraint, and at the same time
would appear to yield faster mixing. Note that for both
cases the final hydrogen concentration is that which would
be computed from the input.
Results from the doublet system with the flux correc-
tion function are compared with the sextant system without
flux corrections in Figures ii and 12. The latter scheme
is perhaps the most appealing physically, but is more
cumbersome operationally. Axial pressure distributions
are in agreement in Figure ii for values of x less than
about 600 inches (CkX _ 0.32). Far downstream, the
D 2
For these and all later runs, local mixing duct pressure is
that required to satisfy hydrogen continuity, regardless of
the degree to which other conservation constraints are
satisfied.
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$_
predicted pressures diverge, the pressures for the sextant
system being in error due to failure to provide overall con-
servation. Hydrogen concentration distributions for these
two schemes are presented in Figure 12, where it is seen
that the results are substantially identical at x = 800
inches. At x = i000 inches, the sextant system shows higher
hydrogen concentration due to loss of water from the system.
As a result of the foregoing "computer experiments,"
the doublet reflection scheme has been adopted. The flux
correction functions for energy and momentum have been
obtained by analogy to the mass flux correction function.
The general definition of the momentum function is
presented below, its value in general being obtained by
numerical integration of the indicated integral. The
mass and energy flux correction functions are identical
in format to Equation (50), differing only in the sub-
scripts--the "m" being replaced by "k" and "h" respectively:
N c x _A
_S_m (_) =j A2
1
;o2IT 1 3N D 2 ( i- )J ( ) e c_-n-
0 i = 1 m
 dWde
(50)
Various test cases have been run to establish that
conditions far downstream in the mixing duct are identical
to those established previously for the completely mixed
conditions, demonstrating the overall consistency of the
analysis and assumptions.
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G. Calculation of State Parameters
The mixing analysis discussed above provides the following
information for each assumed static pressure:
1. momentum flux
2. enthalpy flux
2
_u m a (51)
u
u(h t - h t ) = [uh + a--2--
H
- _UhtH (52)
3. water mass flux cj (53)
UkH2
4. local mixing duct pressure P
5. hydrogen stagnation enthalpy (from input T t )
htH H
A subroutine called STATE solves these fluxes simultan-
eously to obtain the desired quantities of local velocity,
density, stagnation pressure, stagnation temperature, Mach
number, and mass concentrations of condensed water, vaporized
water, and hydrogen. The solution procedure is presented
briefly in the following paragraphs.
In this subsection, the subscripts i, 2, and 3 refer to
condensed water, vapor water, and hydrogen, respectively.
The parameter p is either pressure (in atmospheres), or
number of moles, depending upon where it appears. The
approach to the solution is to guess a static temperature,
calculate all properties from the stoichiometry, evaluate an
enthalpy flux for the guessed temperature, and compare it to
the enthalpy flux obtained from the main mixing program.
Temperature is re-estimated until convergence is obtained on
the correct enthalpy flux. The iteration procedure on the
assumed pressure is discussed later.
All necessary thermochemical data are stored in the form
of curve-fit constants obtained from KEMD. Enthalpies and
entropies at a given temperature are calculated in STATE,
employing the curve-fit equations.
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Details of the analysis are as follows:
The system contains P moles of gas (where P is the
duct static pressure) composed of P2 and P3 moles of
water vapor and hydrogen, respectively. It also contains
Pl moles of condensed water. The mass of water is:
(Pl + P2 ) ml (pm) 1 + (pm) 2 _ Pm I + Pm 2
(54)
the mass of hydrogen is:
P3m3 = (Pm)3 ----Pm3
and the total mass is:
(55)
(pm) 1 + (Pm) 2 + (Pm)3 = Pm
(56)
where m is the molecular weight of the mixture (system
mass divided by total number of moles of gas). In volume
units, there are R°T volume units of gas and Plml/_
volume units of liquid.
Based on the above system:
k
H20
(Pl + P2 ) ml
Pm
= mass concentration of
total water (57)
Pm
where
ROT + (pm) 1
%
= 62.4 ib/ft 3
liquid density
(58)
P2 + P3 = p
(59)
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If liquid water is present in the system, equilibrium
between the water and its vapor requires that:
_F
÷ s)
P2 = k = e R°T = e
P
(60)
where superscript ( )e signifies P2 with liquid present.
From the momentum and water mass flux outputs of the
mixing program, Equations (51) and (53),
½ c s
H20
c
Squaring Equation (61), and introducing Equations
(57 and (58),
2
2 (Pml + pm2 )
Pm (R°T + )
which, with Equation (56), yields:
(61)
(62)
(Pml + Pm2) 2 2 Pml)
= c (R°T + (Pml + + Pm3)
[L Pm2
Two possibilities exist:
--Either liquid water is present and P2 is obtained
from Equation (60), and Equations (63) and (59)
are solved for Pl;
--Or liquid water is absent (Pl = 0) and Equation
(63) is solved for P2 ( = P2 a where "a" stands
for anhydrous).
To establish whether or not liquid water is present
at the assumed temperature, a comparison is made between
p2 a and p2 e with the following result:
(63)
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a e e
If P2 _" P2 ' liquid water is present and P2 = P2 "
a
e liquid water is absent and P2 = P2 •If p2 a _ P2 '
a
The final equations for P2 and Pl (if liquid water is
found to be present at the assumed temperature) are:
a m 3
P2 = (i-
f
c2R°T + 1 ml ) c2R°T + c R°TPm 3
2 2
b 2_ c 2 )
_[OPm2 _ (Pm2 + Pm3) _ c2RO_7 4(1 _ (pm 2)
+ _ c2R°T(pm 2 + Pm3)- _
Pl 2
2m I (i - c_____)
(64)
l
2
(65)
In either case, P3 is calculated from Equation (59)•
The above equations and the thermochemical data are suffi-
cient to calculate all required properties• The procedure
necessary to complete one iteration is as follows:
l• Pm is calculated from Equation (56) using the results
of Equations (64) or (65) with p2 e.
2. _ is calculated from Equation (58).
\
3. U =_
Plhl + P2h2 + P3h3
4. Static enthalpy h = Pm
•
where the h's are molar enthalpies at the assumed
tempe r a tu re.
2
U
Total enthalpy h t = h + "_-
•
7.
Enthalpy flux = _u(h t - htH)
The magnitude of Equation (69) is compared with the
magnitude of Equation (52), and the error _ is
defined by:
E = (Flux)69 - (Flux)52
(66)
(67)
(68)
(69)
(70)
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. An error derivative
differences.
d_
dlnT is obtained by finite
9. A new temperature for another iteration is calculated:
Tne w = Tol d
__/. d6
dlnT
e (71)
At this point, the percentage change in temperature
between iterations is tested against convergence criteria.
If convergence is obtained, mass concentrations are calcu-
lated as follows:
= Pm2 =
Pml k2 --, k 3 Pm3kl = (72)
The mixture "effective gaseous" properties are calcu-
lated at the static temperature, and stagnation temperature,
pressures, and flow Mach numbers are calculated from the
following relations (obtained from the two-phase flow relations
of Reference ii):
(73)
whe re :
1
g m 2 m 3
l m
k 2 k 3
--c +--c
m2 P2 m3 P3
and: k 1
m--_ CP 1
k 2 k 3
m 2 CP 2 m 3 Cp3
2 OT (k 2 k 3
a = _R m2 +-_3 )
(75)
(76)
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M2
Tt
Pt
2
u
= a--7
7- 1 2
= T(I + M)
2
= P(Tt/T)__ _- 1
(77)
(78)
(79)
These equations are valid for perfect-ideal gases. The
results are approximate because the "gases" considered are
non-ideal (Cp not constant) and imperfect for cases of high
condensed water mass fraction. The equations also assume
frozen composition during adiabatic stagnation. Although the
relations are approximate, their only purpose is for the final
printout--i.e., they are not employed anywhere in the problem
solution proper.
If the calculation does not converge in thirty-one
iterations, the total pressure is printed out of the computer
program as zero, along with other information useful for
debugging purposes, and control is returned to the main mixing
program.
The above solution procedure assumes complete chemical,
thermal, and kinetic equilibrium between mixture constituents.
Provision for chemical nonequilibrium is provided by employing
a factor (VPF) on Equation (60) which is unity for equilibrium,
and can provide varying degrees of chemical nonequilibrium to
the extent of no vaporization (VPF = 0)
Within the output subroutines (OUTR or OUTCL), converged
state properties at a given axial location are stored until
they are obtained for all output locations, after which an
integration of hydrogen mass flux across the flow cross-
section is obtained. If the integrated hydrogen flow is equal
to its input magnitude, the state data are printed out. If
it is not equal, a new pressure is assumed and the procedure
reiterated until hydrogen continuity is satisfied in the
manner employed for the determination of the complete mixing
conditions as described earlier.
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H. Limitations and Special Properties of the Solution
lo Conditions conducive to adverse pressure gradients
will, in general, yield reverse flow somewhere in
the mixing duct. The program will not obtain con-
vergence for these conditions. Adverse pressure
gradients may result in cases of very high jet
velocity, which are not typical.
. The present approach considers mixing in a duct of
constant diameter only. The program could be
modified to consider variable diameter. It could
also be modified to consider "dumping" into a large
plenum where three fluids would need to be considered:
the water, the hydrogen, and the completely mixed
fluid composed of water and hydrogen, which would
serve as the atmosphere for a free-jet solution.
. The analysis is restricted to the assumptions of
thermal and kinetic equilibrium, but will allow
chemical nonequilibrium to be considered in an
approximate way. Although the program is presently
restricted to consideration of condensed water
injection into gaseous hydrogen flow, it is a simple
matter to modify it to consider any other two fluids.
. The arrangement of jets that will yield an accurate
solution is quite restrictive. The arrangements
must be such that accurate integrations across the
flow field can be obtained when required. The
present program considers radial distribution within
only two azimuths (except for the axisymmetric case
of a single jet on the centerline), and information
along these azimuths must be representative of the
extremes within the flow field. However, as mixing
progresses the flow tends toward an axisymmetric
distribution and the integrations become quite good
almost regardless of the jet arrangement. The
program does not consider an odd number of jets in
any one row (except when there is a jet on the center-
line as a result of either input or maximum penetration,
The program is dimensioned for a maximum of four rows
of cooling jets (each row having jets of a different
diameter), with no more than 98 jets in any one row.
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So
The numbers of jets between rows can vary, but their
number must be a multiple of a base even number.
From an accuracy point of view, it is desirable to
choose an arrangement which will maximize the base
number. The base number determines the azimuth
other than 0 ° that will be considered in the program;
that is, a base number of 2 will consider 0 ° and 90 °,
4 will consider 0 ° and 45 °, etc. The jets may be
oriented such that a jet in any given row is at zero
azimuth, or such that the zero asimuth falls midway
between two jets.
Because of the perfect-ideal gas relations employed
in the calculations of sonic velocity, stagnation
temperatures, and stagnation pressures, these results
are neither valid nor reasonable for condensed water
concentrations greater than about 99.9 percent.
Computed densities, velocities and concentrations are
still valid for these cases, however.
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IV. COMPUTER PROGRAM
The analysis described in Section III has been programmed
in FORTRAN IV. Input data have been kept flexible, so that
the program can be used not only for the specific E/STS-2, 3
geometries of interest in the subject contract, but can be
applied to virtually any confined or free-jet mixing process.
Details of the analysis and general features of the
progrm have been discussed in detail in Section III. The
complete mixing program itself, with all subroutines, appears
in Appendix F; the subroutines for establishing variable-
velocity inlet conditions and liquid-jet penetration into a
variable velocity gas stream (discussed in Section Ill and in
Appendices B and C) appear in Appendix E. A complete card
deck of the entire program has been submitted to NASA SNPO-C
under separate cover. Writing and debugging of the program
and supervision of all data runs (to be discussed in subse-
quent sections) were performed by Aerotherm Corporation,
Palo Alto, California, under the supervision of Mr. Thomas
Dahm.
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V. EFFECTS OF CERTAIN INPUT PARAMETERS
Problems of critical importance to E/STS -2,3 performance
are the evaporation rate and mixing rate of the coolant jets,
after injection into the hot gas stream. Although these character-
istics must ultimately be established experimentally, it was
considered worthwhile to explore their effects by a series of
"computer experiments" run under typical test conditions.
Results of these "experiments", as well as an evaluation of the
effect of azimuthal coolant-jet location, are described in this
section.
A. Coolant Jet Azimuth
A typical set of full-scale conditions was selected, using
three rows of coolant jets, each with an arbitrarily-selected
penetration distance. Temperature profiles one mixinq-chamber-
diameter downstream of the mixing-chamber entrance were then
calculated on two different radial rays: one in a plane passing
through the centerline of the coolant jets, and one in a
plane midway between the centerlines of two adjacent jets.
Results appear in Figure 13, showing that even after only one
mixing-chamber diameter, and with an arbitrary, non-optimized
coolant injection pattern, the maximum temperature difference
between the two cases was only 850°F (650°R in line and 1500°R
between jets, at the wall location). Thus it is clear that
no significant azimuthal variations are to be expected in the
mixing regions of interest.
B. Mixinq Coefficient
The mixing coefficients cm and ck govern the rates at which
the coolant jet momentum and mass, respectively, diffuse into
the gas stream. In the analysis of Reference i, these values
were both selected at 0.075 on the basis established in Reference
9, and this is the value used in the computations described later
in this report. However, it is not clear whether the unevapora-
ted liquid particles would diffuse at the same rate as the
coolant vapor and thus the effective value of c. may change.
' K .
In fact, ck may take different values at different points xn
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the flow field, depending on the relative component concentra-
tions. It was therefore decided to run several "experiments"
with different values of c m and ck. These are shown in Figures
14 and 15, which were performed for the same typical set of
full-scale conditions used for Figure 13.
In these figures, mixed temperature profiles are shown
at a location one mixing-duct diameter downstream of the inlet,
with an arbitrary (non-optimized) selection of coolant-jet
penetration distances and different combinations of cm and ck.
Figure 14 shows the effect of simultaneously changing both
coefficients, and illustrates the serious effect of a decrease
in mixing effectiveness (i.e., the lower values of cm and c k
result in sharply reduced mixing). The relative effectiveness
of the two coefficients may be seen in Figure 15, where doubling
of c k without changing cm was quite effective in improving
mixing, whereas then doubling c had little further effect.
m
It therefore appears that the mass mixing coefficient ck
can have an important effect on the overall performance of the
water-injection-cooled duct system, as was postulated in Ref-
erence i. It is clear that experimental measurements of the
effective ck for various water vapor-liquid concentrations
in hot hydrogen would be extremely helpful in establishing the
confidence level of any analysis utilizing this mixing coeffici-
ent.
C. Evaporation Characteristics
The effect of evaporation rate in the mixed temperature
profiles can be evaluated by simply introducing a multiplying
coefficient VPF into the equilibrium coolant vapor pressure
formulation of Equation (60) such that when VPF=I, vapor-liquid
equilibrium exists (as was used in Reference i_ and when VPF=0,
no evaporation occurs; i.e., the injected water mixes with the
hydrogen as specified by the mixing analysis and the selected
values of cm and Ck, but it is present in the liquid particle
form only.
Results of this evaluation are shown in Figure 16 for the
same typical set of conditions used in Figures 13, 14, and 15
to establish the effect of the mixing coefficients. The con-
clusions to be drawn from Figure 16 are extremely significant:
when only 50% of the equilibrium value of water vapor is allowed
to appear (VPF=0.5), there is virtually no difference in the
- 54 -
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mixed temperature profile, and even when no evaporation is per-
mitted (VPF=0) the maximum difference in mixed temperatures
is only about 500 ° F higher than in the equilibrium case.
Further, note that the maximum temperature (at the duct center-
line for this one-mixing-duct-diameter downstream location)
is lower when no water evaporates than when equilibrium vapor-
ization is permitted. This, of course, results from the fact
that the mixing characteristics depend on local temperatures,
densities, and other properties affected by the relative liquid-
vapor concentration.
Note also that the conditions for this case include a total
water flow rate (3,000 ib/sec) only just sufficient to reduce
the infinite-duct final mixed temperature to 1000°R i__fi__t 91__!
were to evaporate; thus it is clearly established that the pres-
ence of water at any location is far more important than whether
or not it evaporates. The general conclusions to be drawn from
the "computer experiment" results of Figures 14, 15, and 16,
therefore, is that the mixing characteristics of the injected
coolant are far more important than the vaporization character-
istics; in general, an increase in mixing effectiveness
(characterized by ck and, to a lesser extent, Cm) is far more
desirable than an increase in the vaporization rate constant k .
P
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VI. COMPARISONWITH EXPERIMENTALDATA
In order to establish the validity of the analytical
simulation technique described in this report, the available
experimental temperature data were compared with computed pre-
dictions of the mixed temperature profiles. There were two
relatively complete sets of data available: the Westinghouse
Astronuclear Laboratory tests described in Reference 12 (also
used in Reference 1 for analytical-experimental comparisons),
and a new series of scale model tests run at Aerojet-General
Corporation, as described in Reference 13. In each case, the
computer program input data (e.g., inlet conditions, inlet pro-
file, geometry, readout instrument locations, etc.) were set to
correspond as closely as possible with the conditions of the
experiment.
A. Westinqhouse Astronuclear Laboratory
The geometry, inlet conditions, water flow rates, and read-
out locations indicated in Reference 12 were used as input data
to the computer program of Appendix F, and predicted temperature
profiles were calculated for comparison with the expected results
of Reference 12. Since the coolant injection in these experi-
ments was axial, no penetration subroutine was necessary.
However, because the inlet Mach number profile for these tests
was not measured, it was not possible to calculate the outward
shift of the coolant due to this inlet-flow nonuniformity. Con-
sequently the computer prediction was run for four different
effective jet locations ranging from R_ = 1 34" to R_ = 2.0", as3
shown in Figures 17, 18, and 19. It was estimated t_at Rj = 1.75"
probably represented the most likely effective jet location,
and the Rj = 1.75" curve in these figures should be used in any
comparison_ especially at the downstream locations (Fig. 18 and 19)
where the analytical assumptions are more nearly correct.
Correlations between analytically predicted temperatures and
measured temperatures are quite good for all radii out to the
effective jet radius R. at the two downstream instrumentation
locations (17.5" and 3_", or roughly 3 and 6 mixing-duct
diameters downstream). The theory is overconservative at the
7.5" axial location (about 1 mixing-duct diameter), probably
- 59-
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due to the analytical assumption that the sudden-expansion flow
regime is small compared with the overall mixing length.
For radial locations greater than the effective jet
radius Rj, the experiments indicated much lower temperatures
than the analysis in all cases (i.e., the analytical predictions
are overconservative_. There appears to be no reasonable
justification for the low temperatures that were measured at
these outer radii. In fact, it can be argued that since the
water appears to have diffused toward the centerline approximately
in the amounts predicted at x = 35 inches, it is physically
improbable that there was sufficient water at the outer radial
locations to yield local saturation temperatures or lower.
Accordingly, the experimental data for the outer radii are
suspect. From the data of Reference 12 it does not appear that
these outer temperature measurements were significantly influenced
by any of the experimental parameter variations.
Note that the correlation in Figures 18 and 19 is much better
than was observed in Reference I, using the same experimental
data. This improvement is a direct result of properly satisfy-
ing the conservation constraints in the present analysis.
A point of interest is the node which appears in the analy-
tical results of Figures 17, 18, and 19, at a radius of about
1.9 inches. This node represents the point at which the tempera-
ture is independent of the radial location of the coolant jets.
Note that it lies only just slightly outside the 9/32 D 2 criterion
developed in Reference 1 for simultaneous equivalent cooling at
the duct wall and centerline.
B. Aerojet-General Corporation
The geometry, inlet conditions, water flow rates, and readout
locations indicated in Reference 13 were used as input data to
the computer program of Appendix F, and, as in the case of the
Westinghouse data, predicted temperature profiles were calcu-
lated for comparison with the experimental results of Reference
13.
The Aerojet-General scale-model tests provided the capability
for evaluating the multiple-injection-ring concept, and also
the radial penetration results. The experimental conditions
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duplicated consisted of four cases, corresponding to four
different coolant injection flows, as listed in Table II below.
All other input data appear in Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23, which
illustrate results of the correlation.
CASE
TABLE II
COOLANT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS FOR AEROJET-GENERAL
EXPERIMENTS
FIGURE _H ACTUAL ACTUAL COMPUTER COMPUTER
NO. 2° D (IN) N D (IN) N.
(LB/SEC) J 3 J 3
1-203 20 0.2
2-202 21 1.5
3-204 22 3.0
4-201 23 4.7
0.050 3 0.0397 4
0.125 3 0.1081 4
0.032 90 0.03225 90
(As above - all jets simultaneously)
Note that because of the computer program limitation to
even numbers of coolant jets in each row, the actual AGC 3-jet
rows were simulated by 4-jet rows having the same total coolant
flow and the same penetration characteristics. Also, the zero
azimuth was assumed to intersect a coolant jet in each row, and
no distinction was made as to the azimuthal locations of the
readout instrumentation, since these data were not available.
These small modifications almost certainly could not seriously
affect the correlations.
The correlations in Figures 20, 21, 22, and 23 are striking-
ly consistent in their indications that the analysis is highly
conservative in all cases. In fact, the experimental data show
that mixing is virtually complete as close as one-third of a
mixing duct diameter from the entrance, and demonstrate virtu-
ally no dependence on either axial or radial location.
Although good correlation would not be expected for the
axial locations at 7" and 20" (roughly 1/3 and 1 mixing duct
diameter downstream of the entrance), because of the analytical
assumptions discussed earlier, the theory should be adequate
to predict the 40", 60", and 120" data (roughly 2, 3, and 7
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WITH
Imixing-duct diameters downstream, respectively). This is
borne out by the somewhat trivial conditions of Figures 20
and 23 (for very little coolant flow and maximum coolant fow,
respectively). In the other two cases, correlation is some-
what sporadic, but is still conservative, with actual mixing
taking place much more rapidly than predicted.
There are two effects which appear to explain the very
high mixing rates indicated by the experiments. First, the
actual coolant jets will have diffused somewhat during their
penetration phase, whereas the analysis assumes that they are
still point sources at the penetration depth (radius Rj), and
only begin to diffuse at that point. Second, the droplet
mixing coefficient Ck may be higher than the analytical value
of 0.075 indicated in Reference 9 for gases and vapor. This
could have a very strong effect on the predicted mixing rate;
e.g., see the previously-discussed "computer experiments"
illustrated in Figures 14 and 15.
Other secondary effects which may have led to differences
between analysis and experiments are the possible ambiguity
in temperature probe data (i.e., what temperature do the
probes read: gas, liquid, equilibrium mixture, or some non-
equilibrium combination?), the nonuniformity of flow upstream
of 80" in the mixing duct, as illustrated by the nitrogen
Mach number profile data of Reference 13, etc.
Note that the most significant effect, namely the possible
change in c k for the droplets, can easily be included in the
computer program as soon as its proper value can be established.
It is also possible to simulate the initial diffuse nature of
the jet at its penetrated radius Rj by injecting it (numerically,
of course) an appropriate distance -x_ upstream of the mixing
duct entrance. It is believed that t_ese two changes can be
used to correlate any desired set of experimental data,
depending on the choices of ck and -xj.
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VII. FULL-SCALE E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCEPREDICTION
A. Input Data (Reference Case)
Parameters for the "reference case" were selected to
match the most probable full-scale design configuration and
inlet conditions as closely as possible. These conditions
are somewhat different from those originally specified in
the subject contract (Ref. 3), as listed earlier in this
report, due to design decisions made by SNPO and Task Force
personnel during the course of the program. The final
"Reference Case" conditions used in the performance pre-
dictions defined in References 14 and 15 are listed in
Tables III and IV.
TABLE III
INPUT CONDITIONS FOR "REFERENCE CASE" OF FULL-SCALE
E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION ANALYSIS
PARAMETER SYMBOL VALUE
Hydrogen Flow
Water Flow
Inlet duct diameter
Mixing duct diameter
_H2 230 ib/sec
_H20 2743 ib/sec
D 1 126 in.
D 2 384 in.
Hydrogen total temperature (Inlet) TtH
Water temperature (Inlet) Ttj
Inlet Mach number profile Ml(r)
4500 R
530 R
Fig. 2, curve 4
Mixing coefficients cm, ck, c h 0.075
Vapor pressure factor VPF 1.0
Coolant Injection Data (See Table IV)
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TABLE IV
COOLANT INJECTION INPUT DATA FOR "REFERENCE CASE" OF
FULL-SCALE E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION ANALYSIS
ROW
ACTUAL ACTUAL COMPUTER COMPUTER _ COMPUTED
Dj (IN) N. Dj (IN) N0 H20 R. (IN)
3 3 LB/SEC 3
1
2
3
4
0.25 96 0.25 96 279 150
0.5 72 0.5 72 836 118
1.25 3 0.884 6 218 35.1
2.25 6 5.51" i* 1410 0*
Coolant injected in the fourth row (6 holes with D0=2.25")
was found to penetrate the centerline, and therefore this
row was replaced in the computer solutions with a single
jet on the centerline, having the same total mass flow as
the actual case.
The independent input variables of Tables III and IV yield
the dependent conditions listed in Tables V and VI:
TABLE V
CALCULATED INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR "REFERENCE CASE" OF
FULL-SCALE E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION ANALYSIS
PARAMETER SYMBOL VALUE
Inlet-duct flow coefficient
Inlet-duct average Mach number
c 0.649
W
M 1 0.681
Inlet-duct pressure Pl
Inlet-duct effective total pressure Pt
Mixing-duct initial Mach number M 2
ll.l psia
15.1 psia
0.0477
Mixing-duct initial pressure P2
Mixing-duct initial total pressurePt 2
Mixing-duct initial velocity U 2
i1.5 psia
i1.5 psia
594 ft/sec
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TABLE VI
CALCULATED COMPLETE-MIXING CONDITIONS FOR "REFERENCE
CASE" OF FULL-SCALE E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
ANALY S I S
PARAMETER SYMBOL VALUE
Pressure P3
Total pressure Pt 3
Total temperature Tt3
Density _ 3
Mach number M
3
Velocity u 3
Concentrations :
Liquid water k
H20 liq
Water vapor k
H20 vap
Hydrogen k
H2
ii. 5 psia
Ii. 6 psia
829 ° R
0.0144
0.I15
257 ft/sec
0
0.923
0.0774
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B. Reference Case Results
Complete parameter profiles of total temperature, total
pressure, density, Mach number, velocity, and component
compositions were calculated for two azimuth angles and
eleven radii at each of eight axial stations downstream of
the mixing-duct inlet: 50", i00", 200", 300", 400"
( _ 1 duct diameter), 600", 800" ( -_ 2 duct diameters),
and i000". These results are tabulated in Appendix G, and
are summarized (in the form ot total temperature profiles)
in Figure 24.
The computed results for the reference full-scale design
indicate that the hydrogen is overcooled at the duct center-
line and inadequately cooled at the wall of the mixing duct.
For example, a water concentration of 9_I appears at the
centerline of the X = i000 inch station, 7_ of which is in
the form of condensed liquid.
C. Effect of Adjusting Coolant Distribution
It is clear from the results of Appendix G and Figure 24
that some manipulation of coolant injection characteristics
can be utilized to improve the predicted wet-duct performance.
Although this additional computation was not included in the
contract Statement of Work (Reference 3), it is considered to
be of sufficient importance to the final preliminary-design
conclusions of this study that one additional case was run.
In order to assist in the selection of appropriate
injection conditions, Figure 25 was prepared for the "Reference
Case" input conditions of Table III. This is simply a para-
metric plot of the mass flow rate _j per jet and penetration
radius R_ as functions of injection-port diameter D_ and
injectio_ pressure drop /k pj. These data were utilized to
estimate (rather arbitrarily) a set of coolant injection
characteristics for a "Modified Design" case which might
show some improvement in performance over the "Reference
Case" illustrated in Figure 24. These new coolant injection
inputs are listed in Table VII:
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TABLE VII
REVISED COOLANT INJECTION INPUT DATA FOR "MODIFIED DESIGN"
CASE OF FULL-SCALE E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION ANALYSIS
ROW
ACTUAL ACTUAL COMPUTER COMPUTER _ COMPUTED
• . . H20 Rj(IN)
Dj(IN) N 3 D](IN) N] (LB/SEC)
1 0.5 264 0.829 96 1364 16].
2 0.75 60 0.75 60 698 149
3 2.87 4 2.87 4 681 62
Note that the selected configuration consists of only 3 rows
(the jets which penetrate all the way to the centerline appear
superfluous, since a jet which does not penetrate to the
centerline will diffuse there quite rapidly). The resulting
pressure drop (uniform among all jets) is only 24.8 psi, with
a coolant velocity of 60.8 ft/sec.
Results of these "Modified Design" calculations are listed
in Appendix H, with a summariza_n (again in terms of total
temperature profiles) appearing in Figure 26. It is clear
that even with the rather arbitrary selections of coolant
input conditions, a significant improvement has been obtained;
i.e., the 600-inch station is almost fully cooled and the 800-
inch station is completely cooled, with all water evaporated
at that point.
Note that substantial improvements are still possible over
even these profiles. It is clear (especially after careful
perusal of the tabulated outputs of Appendix H) that much
more effective distributions of coolant are possible. Fur-
ther, as discussed earlier, the possibility, indicated by the
AGC experiments, that the mixing coefficient ck may be sub-
stantially larger than the value 0.075 used here, could
result in vastly improved cooling performance in any case.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
i .
.
The axisymmetric wet-duct mixing analysis and computer
program of Reference 1 have been successfully revised
to include the following improvements:
a. The mixing-duct pressure is no longer constrained
to be constant, but is permitted to vary so as to
meet the requirements of the conservation equations.
b. The inlet-duct velocity profile is no longer con-
strained to be flat, but may take any desired
axisymmetric form.
c Conservation of mass and energy are automatically
satisfied everywhere in the duct.
do Up to four different sets of coolant injection
characteristics (jet diameters and numbers of
jets) can be used simultaneously in order to
simulate more effective cooling.
e . Different mass and momentum mixing-rate character-
istics can be simulated as well as variations in
each independently of the other.
f. Nonequilibrium coolant evaporation rates can be
simulated.
g. A number of minor improvements have been made; e.g.,
assurance of convergence under all conditions,
verification of the imaging technique used to con-
vert the basically free-jet analysis to a confined-
duct case, etc.
The present program, with these improvements incorporated,
is now considered fully satisfactory to simulate many mix-
ing problems (assuming, of course, that requisite fluid
properties are changed).
A series of "computer experiments" demonstrated that the
most significant physical input parameter which still re-
quires determination is the mass mixing coefficient ck,
which may depart considerably for the liquid-vapor coolant
mixture from the generally-accepted gas-vapor value used
in the numerical calculations.
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An increase in this parameter improves mixing perfor-
mance very rapidly; a decrease could cause serious
deterioration in mixing performance. The momentum
mixing coefficient cm is also important to the mixing
performance, but is neither as effective as ck nor is
it likely to vary as much from the accepted value,
3. Another "computer experiment" demonstrated that evapora-
tion rate has virtually no effect on duct performance;
that is, even if no evaporation occurs at all, mixing-
duct profile temperatures are only slightly affected.
The significant feature, as indicated in the preceding
paragraph , seems to be the presence of water at a
given point in the flow field, and whether it is in
liquid or vapor form appears to be of little importance.
4. Correlation of the improved analytical program with
experimental scale-model data taken at Westinghouse
Astronuclear Laboratory was quite good at downstream
measurement stations within the injection radius, but
the analysis was highly overconservative for the outer
mixing duct radii. There appears to be no theoretical
justification for the extremely low measured temperatures,
which are also completely independent of axial location
at these outer radii.
5. The analytical simulation of Aerojet-General Corporation
scale-model experiments was highly overconservative for
all comparisons made. There are apparently two principal
causes for this overconservation:
a.
b.
The mass mixing coefficient c k for the liquid water
particles appears to be higher than the generally-
accepted value used in the analysis,
The injected coolant is actually quite well diffused
after penetration of the gas stream, whereas the
analysis assumes it to appear as a point source at
the penetration radius. Both these effects can easily
be accounted for in any subsequent calculations by
simply selecting a proper value for the mass mixing
coefficient ck and representing the coolant injection
point as being an appropriate distance upstream of
the mixing-duct inlet.
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. Prediction of gas-property profiles in the full-scale
E/STS 2,3 mixing duct was made for a "reference case"
set of conditions supplied by SNPO-C. It was found that
the coolant injection paramet_s used in this reference
case did not provide adequate cooling near the duct periph-
ery; i.e., coolant distribution was not optimum.
. A rather arbitrary modification to the full-scale
"reference-case" coolant injection configuration was
postulated and analyzed, and considerable improvement
was observed. For this "modified design" case, the gas
was fully cooled two mixing-duct diameters (800") down-
stream, and almost fully cooled between 1 and 1½ dia-
meters (400" - 600") downstream of the inlet.
. It was clear from a comparison of the full-scale
"reference case" and "modified-design" case that much
more favorable results could be obtained by proper redis-
tribution of the coolant. However, the extreme signifi-
cance of the mass mixing coefficient c. , discussed pre-
K
viously, may dominate the overall mixing-duct performance
for any distribution of coolant.
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IX. RECOMMENDATIONS
• Without changing the apparently fully satisfactory
improved computer program, values of mass mixing co-
efficient ck and/or upstream coolant injection
location -x should be adjusted until the computed
mixing data match those obtained in the Aerojet-
General experiments. (See discussion of these para-
meters in Item 5 of "Conclusions")•
.
The value of ck and -x thus established should then
be used in a computer injection parameter study, using
the existing satisfactory computer program, to deter-
mine the optimum coolant injection characteristics for
use in preliminary design of the full-scale E/STS 2, 3
exhaust duct.
• Additional scale-model testing of the actual deflected-
jet diffuser should be performed in order to evaluate
the validity of the axisymm_tric analytical model in
simulating the actual full-scale non-symmetrical con-
figuration.
• Additional experimental studies should be performed to
establish full parametric dependence of the critical
mass mixing coefficient ck. Because of the dominant
effect of this parameter on mixed temperature profiles
in the duct, the highest possible confidence level
should be established in selecting its proper value
for use in the preliminary designs of E/STS 2 and 3.
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NOTATION
A
a
b
c
c w
c*
c h
c k
cm
Cp
c
w
D
F
h
k
kp
M
m
0
m
N
n
Area ft 2
Constant defined by Equation (5); also constant
defined by Equation (51); also used as speed of
sound, ft/sec.
mixing parameter defined by Equation (26)
constant defined by Equation (61)
constant defined by Equation (53)
characteristic velocity ['/r _°Ttl_ , ftlsec.
energy mixing coefficient
mass mixing coefficient
momentum mixing coefficient defined by Equation (32)
specific heat, Btu/ib.
flow coefficient
diameter, inches; also used as mass diffusivity,
sec/ft'.
free energy, Btu/ib.
enthalpy, Btu/ib.
component fraction; sometimes used as fraction of
water; also used as thermal conductivity coefficient,
Btu/ft-°F-sec; also used as a constant.
equilibrium constant
Mach number
molecular weight
mass flow rate, ib/sec
number
constant defined by Equation (5)
A-I
PP
Pr
q
R
Ro
r
s
s i
Sc
T
u
v
VPF
X
x
Y
o_
F
6
number of moles in mixture
absolute pressure, ib/in2; also used as number of
component moles
Prandtl number, /_C_/k
dynamic pressure, ib/in 2
duct radius, inches; also used as effective coolant
injection radius Rj, inches.
universal gas constant, ft-lb/°F-mol.
radial coordinate, inches
entropy, Btu/ib.
distance from an arbitrary point to a "reflected-
jet" point (see Equation 50), inches
Schmidt number, _D/
temperature, OR
axial velocity component, ft/sec.
radial velocity component, ft/sec.
vapor pressure factor
dimensionless axial distance for penetration
axial coordinate, inches; also used as axial
distance for penetration, inches
penetration depth, inches
angle of liquid-jet trajectory, degrees
parameter defined by Equation (75)
i_ i>(x#l)/l(¥-i)
ratio at specific heats
turbulent diffusion coefficients
dimensional radius r/R
dimensionless penetration depth (i - rl/R I)
A-2
e tangential coordinate, degrees
viscositycoefficient, ib/ft-sec
parameter defined by Equation (47), D2/CkX; also
parameter determined by Equation (D-7)
density, Ib/ft 3
azimuthal coordinate, degrees; also used as coolant-
jet azimuth, degrees; also used as a function de-
fined by Equation (40)
SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS
()l
( )2
()
3
)
C
( )l-u
( )
g
( )
H
( )H2
( )H20
( )h
().
3
( )
k
( )1.
( )
liq
( )
m
( )
t
( )
vap
( )w
(-)
inlet-duct conditions
conditions just prior to mixing (mixing-duct entrance)
conditions after mixing
centerline
one-dimensional
gas
hydrogen
hydrogen
water
energy
liquid-jet
mass
liquid
liquid
momentum
total
vapor
wall
average value
A-3
( )
(),
a( )
( )e
( )o
effective value for turbulent flow_ also dimen-
sionless penetration parameters (see Equation (C-1)
turbulent
value with no liquid present
value with liquid present
reference condition
A-4
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APPENDIX B
ANALYSIS OF NONUNIFORM INLET-DUCT FLOW
It is desirable to express the actual inlet conditions in
terms of one-dimensional parameters. A one-dimensional
velocity is defined in terms of the integral of momentum
across a given plane:
(BI)
(B2)
If it is assumed that the static pressure and stagnation
temperature are constant across a given plane through
which flows a perfect-ideal gas, it can be shown that
(B3)
for axisymmetric flow, where
For M = const (M = M),
r
Equation (B4) serves as a defining relation for the average
Mach number M. For a specified Mach number distribution, a
mean effective Mach number can be determined by combining equ-
ations (B3) and (B4) and performing the indicated integrations
across the flow field. Subsequently, a one-dimensional mass
flow coefficient can be computed by inserting the calculated
mean Mach number into the following relation:
B-1
For the assumptions employed, ew is equal to unity or less,
and application of the mean Mach number and flow coefficient
as defined above to the one-dimensional relations permits
introduction of the usual conservation of mass, momentum, and
energy in a simplified way. As an example, the stream impulse
function employed earlier in the text becomes:
(B6)
It is useful to define the location of a given streamline _= r/R
in a nonuniform flow field in terms of its location in a
uniform field _i-_- This is accomplished as follows:
A streamline is defined as a line or surface across
which there is no net mass flux. In an axisymmetric flow, the
mass flow rate between the duct centerline and a given stream-
line, consistent with the above assumptions, is
(B7)
(B8)
=
(B9)
Equating (B9) and (B7), the relation of streamlines between a
non-uniform flow and a corresponding uniform flow is
(BI0)
If for the mixing problem it is assumed that the flow near the
entrance of the mixing duct is uniform, and the flow is non-
uniform in the inlet, then the value of _ in the mixing duct
( _i°_ ) can be determined through evaluatlon of the above
integral, employing the inlet profile information:
B-2
"q..,= .c:(_,)= (BZl)
B-3
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;_PENDIX C
WATERJET PENETPATION
ACROSSA VARIABLE GAS FLOW FIELD
Determination of a water jet trajectory across a variable
gaseous flow field is based upon a reasonable physical model
of the phenomena which are actually occurring as a water jet
penetrates a constant property flow field, for which the
following empirical relation has been obtained from tests at
both Aerojet-General Corporation and Lewis Research Center
(see Fig. C-i reproduced from Ref. 15):
o._7 I O.g _]= - (Cl)
where
'_j- , ×_= •
Dj = jet diameter
Equation (Cl) has been simplified here to the following form:
(C2)
Consider the following sketch of a jet traversing a gaseous
flow field:
M------
-v3
Prom the geometry of the sketch and differentiation of Equation
(C2)
Solving Equation (C3) for
into (C2) yields
X and inserting the result back
C-I
(C4)
Differentiating Equation (C4) yields
odL - _ 3 (c5)SeC
It is presumed here that the change in _ with incidence angle
o( depends upon the _ocal values of _ and o< , independent
of the variation of _ across the flow fiel_. That is,
Equation (C5) applies to a constant or variable- _ flow
field. This is tantamount to a physical model in which the
drag force per unit length acting normal to the water column
is a function of local gas dynamic pressure, jet dynamic
pressure, incidence angle, and jet diameter. Rearranging
Equation (C5) , remembering the geometry of the above sketch,
we obtain, for injection normal to the wall,
(c6)
,'/3[,/,.(_),w],/, ..,,
where _ _ %'_/'_cj
(C7)
and
_9 - gas dynamic pressure for the average
Mach number _[ (see Appendix B) = _f_ _Y_
(C8)
(since p = constant
across the
plane, by assumption)
Now,
ag'
(C9)
tan o_ is obtained from Equation (C6) , and
calculated:
thus may be
C-2
]' (Cl0)
We now define two new variables and non-dimensionalize
x and y with D and R (duct diameter and radius, respec-
tively) instead of Dj :
whe re
(Cll)
(C12)
and
_,' =- _/_ = _-
(C13)
The right-hand side of Equation (ClI) is a function of the
radial coordinate in the inlet duct only, since the _{ach
number distribution is a function of this coordinate. Con-
sequently, the jet trajectory can be determined for all
jet dynamic pressures and jet diameters by means of a single
integration across the flow field, providing the reduced
trajectory coordinates _' and _ indicated above are em-
ployed. It will be noted that Equation (Cll) reduces to
Equation (C2) for a constant Mach number distribution, as
it should.
C-3
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APPENDIX D
SUDDEN-EXPANSION ANALYSIS (GAS ONLY)
Calculation of the gas conditions in the vicinity of the
mixing duct entrance follows the general method described
in Reference 1, but is here modified to account for non-
one-dimensional flow.
From the momentum theorem, the single steady stream impulse
function is
In the absence of wall shear for cases of variable flow
and cross sectional area, the change in T is given by
T_-T, = h,_ aA (D2)
where Pw is the wall pressure.
For the case of an abrupt subsonic expansion, it is classically
assumed that the pressure in the base region formed by the
transition between two cylindrical ducts is equal to the
static pressure ahead of the expansion
S2t.aA=
!
From this assumption, and the impulse function developed in
Appendix B for a non-uniform flow, Equation (D2) becomes
If, as in Appendix B, the flow in a given cross section is
assumed to be iso-energetic and isobaric, the continuity and
energy equations for a perfect-ideal gas yield
(D4)
Conbining Equations (D4) and (D3), it is seen that the average
Mach number at Station 2 depends upon _ , _! , _w_ , and
A,..
D-1
For the case of uniform gaseous flow properties at Station 2,
which is the assumption employed here, the solution for the
Mach number at Station 2 is
where _¥-
(A_ _ )4
_nd $- ¢-j^, + _M;" (DT)
m,"
From the solution to Equation (D5), the pressure at Station 2
is calculated here from Equation (D4) and the velocity from
Equation (B4). The isentropic exponent for the hydrogen is
assumed constant at _ = 1.4.
D-2
APPENDIX E
AUXILIARY COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING:
INLET CONDITION SUBROUTINES (PEN)
C
C
*NAMEPEN
C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE ONE DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS FROM MACH NUMBER
PROFILESt AND WATER JET PENETRATION ACROSS A VARIABLE MACH
NUMBER FLOW FIELD
DIMENSION EM(40)_ETA(40),DUM(40),ARG(40}gVINT(40)gETAP(_O)tXT(40)o
IEXT(40).EMR(40)oEJ2(#O)
105 READ(2tl)KASE.NNtGAM
I FORMAT(211OtEIO.3)
READ(2,2) (EM(N)tETA(N)tN=IoNN)
2 FORMAT(BEIO.3)
I00 DO i01N=I,NN
DUM(N)=EM(N)*EM(N)*ETA(N)
101 CONTINUE
VINT(1)=EM(1)*EM(1)
CALL MINTA(NN_ETA_DUMgVINT)
VINTI=VINT(NN)
GAMA=(GAM-1.)/2.
DO 200 N=I,NN
F=I,&GAMA*EM(N)*EM(N)
ARG(N)=EM(N)*SQRT(F)
DUM(N)=ARG(N)*ETA(N)
200 CONTINUE
VINT(i)=ARG(i)
CALL MINTA(NNtETAtDUMgVINT)
VINT2=VINT(NN)
RAT=VINT1/VINT2
VM=,5
300 VMS=VM
F=I,&GAMA*VM*VM
ERR =VM-RAT*SQRT(F)
DERM=I,-GAMA*RAT*VM/SQRT(F)
VM=-ERR/DERM&VM
IF(ABS(ERR) -,0001) 301,301,300
301 DEN=VM*SQRT(F)
CM=2,*VINT2/DEN
FUNC=2,/(CM*DEN)
DO 304 N=I,NN
EJ2SQ=VINT(N)*FUNC
EJ2(N)=SQRT(EJ2SO)
304 CONTINUE
WRITE(3t3) KASEtGAM
3 FORMAT(iX64HONE DIMENSIONAL MACH NUMBER
1ASE NUMBERgIS/3OX6HGAMMA=gFll,4)
DO 302 N=ltNN
WRITE(3t4) NtEM(N)oETA(N)tEJ2(N)
4 FORMAT(ISt3Eli,4)
302 CONTINUF
WRITE(3tS) VMtCM
5 FORMAT(IX51HMOMENTUM AVERAGED MACH
1FI1.k,4H ANDtFll.4)
DO 401J=i_NN
K=NN&I-J
ETAP(J)=I.-ETA(K}
ENR(J)=(EM(K)/VM)**1.33333
401 CONTINUE
VINT(1)=O.
CALL MINTA(NNgETAPgEMRoVINT)
DO 402 J=ItNN
AND FLOW COEFFICIENT FOR C
NUMBER AND FLOW COEFFICIENT-o
P ,
R-i
4.02
6
403
DUM(J)=VINT(J)WVINT(J)_VINT(J)
CONTINUE
XT(I}=O,
CALL MINTA(NNtETAPgDUMtXT)
DO 403 J=IgNN
XT(j)=XT(J)/64,
EXT(J)=ETAP(J)_ETAP(J}
EXT(J)=EXT(J)_EXT(J)/256,
WRITE(3,6) JoETAP(J)gDUM(J}_XT(J)gEXT(J)
FORMAT(15o4EI1,4)
OONTINUE
GO TO 105
END
SUBROUTINE MINTA(NoXgYtZ)
DIMENSION X(1) tY(1)tS(40)tZ(1)
SENSE SWITCH 5 STATEMENT NUMBER
S(2)=(Y(2)-Y(Z) )/(X(2)- X(Z))
S(I)=S(2)
QC=S(2)
DO 7 I=I_N
IF( IG1-N)291t6
I QB=QC
IF( I-2)7t6t5
2 XOT=X(II-X(I&I)
XTT=X (IG1 )-X (I&2)
XTO=X (I&2 )-X (I )
AA=Y( I )/ (XOT_XTO)
XOTT=XOT_XTT
AB=Y( I&Z )/XOTT
AC=Y(I&2)/(XTTWXTO)
AAA=AA_XTT
ABB=ABWXTO
ACC=AC_XOT
QA=QC
QB=S( I )
QC=S( IG1 )
S (I )=AA_ (XTO-XOT)&ABB-ACC
S( I&Z )=AB_ (XOT-XTT )&ACC-AAA
S( I&2 )=AC*( XTT-XTO )&AAA-ABB
3 IF(I-2) 9,5o4
9 S(tI)=Z(1)
Z(1)=O,
GO TO lO
4 S(1)=(S(1)GQA)/2,
5 S(I}=(S(1)&QB)/_,
6 XD=X( I )-X(I-I)
YS=Y( I)&Y( I-1}
SD=S(1)-S(I-I)
Z (I )=Z (I-1 }GXDI2,_ (YS-XD/6,wSD)
10 CALL DATSW(SoKI}
IF(KI-2) 11t7o7
11 WRITE(3,12) I,X(1)gY(1)tZ(1)t$(I}
12 FORMAT(2XtI294(IXEIO,3}}
RETURN
END
g-2
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MAIN MIXING COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING
INPUT
Card 1
KASE
I
INJ
NN
MM
KK
NOTATION
case number
equals 1 if total water flow rate is input,
is greater than 1 if water total pressure is
input
Base number for output azimuth determination,
equal to smallest even number of jets in a
row; numbers of jets in each row must be a
multiple of INJ
number of radial output stations - usually II
which is the maximum permissible
number of axial output stations (maximum of 8)
that will be input on card 4
number of jet rows for which data are input
on card 3
Card 2
D1
D2
XJ
ALFM
CW
CM
CMK
VPF
inlet duct diameter (inches)
mixing duct diameter (inches)
axial location of jets (inches) (= 0. in the
inlet duct, greater than 0. in the mixing duct)
jet penetration truncation angle, usually 85
degrees
inlet duct flow coefficient (unity or less)
Reichardt momentum mixing constant - usually
equal to .075
ratio of momentum to mass mixing constants -
usually unity
factor on equilibrium vapor pressure - usually
unity
F-I
Card 3 - jet row (K) data
J(K) controls azimuthal orientation of _et row, equals 0
when 0 degree azimuth intersects a jet, = 1 when 0
degree azimuth bisects 2 jets in the row
IJ (K) equals 1 when radial location (RJ(K)) of the jet in
the mixing duct is calculated; is greater than 1
when it is input
NJ (K)
DJ (K)
number of jets in the row
jet diameter (inches)
RJ(K) input radial location of the jet in the mixing
duct (inches)
Card 4
xo (M) axial output stations (inches)
Card 5
EMHI
EMJT
PTJ
TTH
TTJ
EMI
hydrogen mass flow rate (Ibm/sec)
total water flow rate (ibm/sec)
jet total pressure (psia)
hydrogen stagnation temperature (OR)
water inlet temperature (OR)
inlet average Mach number
OUTPUT
Line 1
D1
D2
XJ
ALFM
CW
inlet diameter (inches)
Mixing duct diameter (inches)
jet axial location (inches)
Penetration truncation angle (degrees)
inlet duct flow coefficient
F'2
INJ jet row base number
Line 2
MDOT H
MDOT J
PTI
PTJ
TTH
TTJ
M1
M2
(EMHI) Hydrogen flow rate (lbm/sec)
(EMTT) Total water flow rate (lbm/sec)
average inlet stagnation pressure (psia)
jet stagnationpressure (psia)
hydrogen stagnation temperature (OR)
water inlet temperature (OR)
(EMI) average inlet Mach number
(EM2) hydrogen Mach number at station 2
Line 3
P1
PT2
P2.
UJ
UH
MIX-CM
MIX-C_MK
VAP PRES
inlet static pressure (psia)
hydrogen stagnation pressure at 2 (psia)
hydrogen static pressure at 2 (psia)
jet velocity (ft/sec)
hydrogen velocity at 2 (ft/sec)
CM of input
_K of input
VPF of input
NJ
MDOTJ
JET DIAM
JET RAD
JET DATA (tabulated for each row)
(NJ(K)) number of jets
EMJ(K) row water mass flow rate (ibm/sec)
DJ(K) in inches
RJ(K) in inches
F-3
AZIMUTH (VJ) jet row azimuthal orientation (degrees)
P
R
U
PT
T TOT
RO
K H20 LIQ
K H20 VAP
K H2
MACH NO.
X
PHI
COMPLETE AND PARTIAL MIXING RESULTS
static pressure (psia)
radius in the mixing duct (inches)
velocity (ft/sec)
total pressure (psia)
stagnation temperature (OR)
density (ibm/ft3)
condensed water mass fraction
vapor water mass fraction
hydrogen mass fraction
mach number
axial location (inches)
azimuth (degrees)
WITHIN THE PROGRAM LISTINGS THE ABOVE PARAMETERS ARE (the first
listed parameter is for partially mixed conditions, the last
for final conditions)
P
R
U
PT
T TOT
RO
K H20 LIQ
K H20 VAP
K H2
_IACH NO.
PS or PX
RO (N)
US (N,II) or U
PTS (N, II) or P
TTS (N,II) or T
RHOS (N,II) or RHO
CON1 (N,II) or VKK(1)
CON2 (N,II) or VKK(2)
CON3 (N,II) or VKK(3)
_q4S (N,II) or VM
F-4
XPHI
F-5
12
13
RC
RC
RC
RC
RG
RG
RG
RG
RG
RG
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RE
RF
RF
RF
RF
R
R
D
Y
Y2
Y1
Y2
Y1
Y2
Y1
Y2
Y1
Y2(
Yll
Y2I
DO
EWI
2,1
2,2
3,1
3,2
I,I
1,2
2,1
2,2
3,1
3,2
i,i
1,2
2,1
2,2
3,1
3,2
i,I
1,2
2,1
2,
F 3,
F 3,
ISTR
1 1
1
2
2
3
3
(4
(4
(5
5
= 7,25
=I,I05E&I
=6,771
=6,28
=00
=0,
=2,5E-3
:8,23E-4
=4,29E-4
=9,2E-4
=Oe
=0,
=00
=-2, IE&6
=0,
=0,
=5,8355E&I
=5,8355E&I
=6,8542E&I
2 =6,_421E&I
1 =4,8023E&I
2 =4,8465E&1
IBUTION NU,MBER z+
=0,
=0,
=,40
=,59
=o575
=o812
=o72
=,92
=,85
=098
6 =i,
6 =i,
12 I=I,5
I =(Y2( I&I)-Y2( I ))/(YI( I&I)-YI (I) )
EZ(I
CONT
YT 1
XT 1
YT 2
XT 2
YT 3
XT 3
YT
XT 4
YT 5
XT 5
DO 13
SP(1)
TP(1)
=Y2(1)-EW(1)*YI(1)
:NUE
=.083
=1.E-If
=,16
=3.E-I,
=04
=i .E-6
=,72
=2,El4
=l,
=2,15E-3
I=I,4
=(ALOG(YT(I&I))-ALOG(YT(1)) )/(ALOG(XT(I&I))-ALOG(XT(I)))
=YT(I )/(XT( I )**SP( I))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
F-6
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
I0
ii
13
I
14
16
i
21
24
28
29
I
3O
i00
SUBROUTINE PREL
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
THIS SUBROUTINE READS THE IN@UT DATA, DOES THE HYDROGEN INLET'AND
DUMP ANALYSIS, CALCULATES JET FLOW RATES OR TOTAL PRESSURES, DOES
PENETRATION CALCULATIONS IF REQUIRED AND PERFORMS CERTAIN PRELIM-
INARY CALCULATIONS PRINTING OUT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS ALONG WITH A
TABLE OF JET DATA
DIMENSION D.J(4),IJ(4},EMJ(4),DJSQ(4},AJ(4)
COMMON EMJTtEMHI.TTJtTTH.P2,D2.DI,UJ.UH.HTJ,HTHoPX,VPFtCMK_CMKSQ,
1NN.KK.MM.INJtZB,BRATO.TSH.ROUH2.DROU2,DROUK,DROUH,AI,
2EMJCtDJC,RJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMON RO(ll).XO(8),DSY(Ilt8.2).DKSY(ll.8,2),A(8,4),BUSQ(8),
lVKK(3},RJ(4).J(4),NJ(4)
COMMON
COMMON
EQUIVALENCE(CC.
6110}
8EI0.3)
8EI0.3)
6EI0,3)
/25X,27HWATER
//24X,28HMIXING
2X,10H DI (IN,)
IIQHALFM (DEG),IOH CW
F'ORMAT(2X,SEIO,3,16)
BIZ(34)
EZ(8).EW(8).Y2(8}.SP(8).TP(8).yP(8)
YM.ENN,DX,ENJ.RJC)
PENETRATES CENTERLINE)
INPUT FOR CASE NUMBER.15/}
,10H D2 (IN,) , IOH XJ
, IOH INJ )
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT
FORMAT(2X,10H MDOT H ,10H _DOT O ,10HPTI
IIOH TTH (R) ,10H TTJ (R) ,4X,2HMI,8X,2HM2}
FORMAT(3X,9HPl (PSIA),IOHPT2 (PSIA),IX,9HP2
10HUH(FT/SEC),2X,6HMIX-CM,4XTHMIX-CMK3X8HVAP
READ(
READ(
READ(
READ(
FORMAT(2X,SEIO.3/)
FORMAT(IOX,3HXO:,F?,2,29H IS LESS THAN XO,
EXECUTED)
FORMAT(2X.EIO.3)
FOR_AT(/20X.41HSOLUTION FOR SINGLE JET ON
FORMAT(4(211.12,2E8.2)}
FORMAT(IB4X8HJET DATAI/16X2HNJ6XSHMDOTJ5X8HJET DIAM2X8HJET
7HAZIMUTH/23X8H(LB/SEC)4X4H(IN)6X4H(IN)5X5H(DEG)}
FORMAT (16X.12.4X,4ElO.3)
H20 PENETRATION AND HYDROGEN DUMP
2,1) KASE,I,INJ,NN,MM,KK
2,2)DI,D2,XJ,ALFM,CW,CM,CMK,VPF
2,28)(J(K),IJ(K).NJ(K),DJ(K).RJ(K),K=I,KK)
2,3)(XO(M), M:I,MM)
READ(2,4)EMHI,EMJT,PTJ,TTH,TTJ,EMI
AJT=O,
EMJC:O.
DJC=O.
CALCULATION O_ PROPERTIES AT i
CSTAR= 7.128 *SQRT(TTH)
EMI2=EMI*EM1
EMF=1.&.2*EM12
EPS:,578704*EMF*EMF*EMF/EMI
AI: ,7854 *DI*DI
PTI:EMHI*CSTAR*EPS/(AI*CW)
PI:PTI/EMF**3,5
QI=,7,*PI*EMI2
(IN.) ,
(PSIA),IOHPTJ (PSIA).
(PSIA),IOHUJ(FT/SEC)_
PRES}
CASE NUMBERtIS,13H NOT
THE CENTERLINE/)
RAD,2X
F-7
CC
130
131
132
102
103
104
1041
C
105
106
C
107
1071
3OO
301
302
CALCULATION OF PROPERTIES AT 2
CD=(D2/DI*D2/DI/CW&I,4*EMI2)/EMI
CC=CO*CD/EMF
BB=2,8-CC
AA=BB/(I,96-,2*CC)
DD=4,1(BB*AA}
IF (DD-I,} 131,130,130
EM22=I,
GO TO 132
EM22=-,5_AA_(1,-SQRT(1,-DD)I
EM2F=I,&,2*EM22
EM2=SQRT(EM22}
P2=Pl*DI/D2*DI/D2wEMI*SQRT(EMF/(EM22*EM2F))*CW
PT2=P2*EM2F**3,5
Q2=,7*P2*EM22
UH= 26,07*SQRT(EM22/EM2F)wCSTAR
ROUH=EMHI /(,7854*D2*D2)
ROUH2=2,WQ2
IF(XJ) 102t102_103
FREESTREAM DYNAMIC CONDITIONS
QINF=Q1
P=P1
GO TO 104
QINF=Q2
P=P2
CALCULATION OF JET AREAS
DO 1041 K=ltKK
ENJ=NJ(K)
DJSQ(K)=DJ(K)WDJ(K)
AJ(K)=ENJ*,7854*DJSQ(K}
AJTIAJT&AJ(K)
IF(I-I ) i05,105,106
DETERMINATION OF WATER FLOW RATE OR
PTJ=P&EMJT /AJT_EMJT /AJT_,035862
GO TO 107
EMJT = 5,281 *AJT*SQRT(PTJ-P)
CALCULATION OF WATER PROPERTIES AND
ROUJ=EMJT /AJT
UJ=2,3077*ROUJ
QJ=PTJ-P
ROUJ2=2,*QJ
RJS=RJ'(1}
DO 118 K=lgKK
EMJ(K)=AJ(K)/AJT*EMJT
IF(IJ(K)-I) i071,i071,115
ALFM=,017453 *ALFM
BP=QJ/QINF*QJ/QINF
IF(XJ) 300,390,301
I=l
DDENmDI
APmTP(1)
PN-SP(1)
GO TO 302
AP"4,
PN=,25
DDEN=D2
BP=RP*DJ(K)/DDEN*DJ(K)/DDEN*DJ(K)/DDEN
STAGNATION PRESSURE
PENETRATION
F-8
303 YTM=IAP/2°)_*(1,/(1,-PN))*(PN*BP* 5IN(ALFM)/
IN))
IF(XJ) 30_,304,306
304 IF(YTM-,5*YP(I&I)} 306,306,305
305 l=l&l
AP=TP(I)
PN:SP(I)
IF(YP(I)-Is) 303,306,306
306 YM=YTM*DDEN
ALFM=57e296 *ALFM
IF(XJ) 108,108,109
C DETERMINATION OF JET RADII
108 I=1
ETAI=I,-YM/(,5*D1)
IF(ETAI-(DJ(K)&DJC)/DI) i14,114,400
400 ETA2=EZ(1)&EW(1)*ETAI
IF(ETA2 -Y2(I&I)} 402,402,#01
401 I=I&l
IF(Y2(1)-1,) 400,403,403
402 IF(ETA2-(I,-DJ(K)/D2)) 404,404,403
403 ETA2=I,-DJ(K)/D2
404 RJ(K)=ETA2*,5WD2
GO TO 118
I09 RJ(K}=,5*D2-YM
C CHECK FOR PENETRATION OF CENTERLINE
110 IF(RJ(K)-(,5*(DJ(K)&DJC))) 114,114,118
114 RJ(K)=O,
115 IF(RJ(K)} 116,116,118
C CALCULATION OF CENTERLINE FLOW PARAMETERS
116 EMJC=EMJC&EMJ(K)
AJC=EMJC/ROUJ
DJC=i,1284*SQRT(AJC)
118 CONTINUE
C CONVERSION OF INPUT TO MIXING PARA_4ETERS
200 TTJ=TTJ/I,8
TTH=TTH/1,8
HTJ=-4080,&TTJ
IF(TTH-IO00,) 201,201,202
201 HTH=-IO30,&3,365*TTH&,OOOIO68*TTH*TTH
GO TO 203
202 HTH:-907,&3,12*TTH&.0002285*TTH*TTH
203 DROU2= ROUJ2-ROUH2
DROUK: ROUJ
DROUH:ROUJ*(HTJ-HTH)
DO 204 N=ltNN
90 204 _I:I,MM
DO 204 II:i,2
C NULL SUMMATIONS,AND DETERMINE OUTPUT RADII
DKSY(N,M,II)=O,
204 DSY(N,M,II)=O,
RD=,5*D2
RO(1):O,
ENN=NN-1
DELRO=RD/ENN
DO 2041N=2,NN
RO(N)=RO(N-1)&DELRO
2041 CONTINUE
F-.,9
C05(ALFM))**(PN/(I,-P
CC
C
CMKSQ=CMK_CMK
TEST FOR IMPROPER VALUE OF XO
DO 2044 K=ltKK
DO 2044 M=IgMM
DX=XOIMI-XJ
BUSQ(M)=CM_CM_DX*DX
AIM,K)=DJSQ(K)/BUSQ(M)*,25
DELTX=DX
IF (DX) 2045,2045o2048
2045 DELTX=O,
2048 IF (DELTX) 2047,2047,2044
2047 WRITE(3tl6)XO(M),KASE
GO TO 100
2044 CONTINUE
2046 WRITE(3,8) KASE
TTJ=TTJ*I,8
TTHmTTH*I,8
OUTPUT OF INPUT AND INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
WRITE(3,9}
WRITE(3,10)DI,D2, XJ,ALFM,CW t INJ
WRITE(3,11)
WRITE(3,21)EMHI tEMJT tPTlgPTJ,TTH,TTJ,EMltEM2
TTJ=TTJ/1,_
TTH=TTH/I,8
PARAMETERS FOR GENERAL ESTIMATES OF STATE TEMPERATURES
TSH:TTH/EM2F
ZB:I,919G,325*ALOG (ROUH/ROUJ)*,4343
BRATO=l,42E-4
WRITE(3,13)
WRITE(3,14)Pl,PT2,P2,UJ,UH, CM,CMK,VPF
DETERMINATION AND OUTPUT OF JET CONDITIONS AND GEOMETRIES
IF(EMJC) 3005,3005,3000
3000 IF(KK-I) 3001,3001,3004
3001 IF(RJS ) 3003,3003,3002
3002 WRITE(B,6)
3003 WRITE(3,24}
KK=I
GO TO 3005
3004 WRITE(3,6)
DO 3010 K=ItKK
IF (RJ(K)) 3010o301093005
3010 CONTINUE
GO TO 3003
3005 WRITE(3,29)
DO 3007 K=IgKK
ENJ=NJ(K)
THETA:3,1416/ENJ*57,296
IF(RJ(K)) 3007,3007,3006
3006 VJ=J(K)
VJmTHETA*VJ
C JETS WITH RADII GREATER THAN ZERO
WRITE(3,30)NJ(K}t EMJ(K)tDJ(K)tRJ(K},VJ
3007 CONTINUE
IF(EMJC) 3011,3011,3008
3011 WRITE(3,32)
32 FORMAT(/)
GO TO 3020
F-lO
C JETS ON CENTERLINE t IF ANY
3008 RJC=O.
WRITE(3,31) EMJC,DJCtRJC
31 FORMAT(17X,1H1,4X,3EIO,3,3XSH ..... )
WRITE(5,32)
DJCSQ=DJC*DJC
3020 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE FINAL
C SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES CONDITIONS THAT WOULD EXIST IN THE
C MIXING DUCT AFTER COMPLETE MIXING AND RECOGNIZES A CHOKED CONDIT-
C ION IF IT WOULD EXIST
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,DI,UJ,UH,HTJ,HTHgPX,VPFtCMK_CMKSQ_
INN,KK,MM,INJtZBtBRATO,TSH,ROUH2,DROU2,DROUK,DROUHoAI9
2EMJC,DJCgRJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMON RO(11),XO(8),DSY(ll,8,2),DKSY(ll,8,2),A(8,4)tBUSQ(8),
1VKK(3)gRJ(4)_J(4)tNJ(4)
19 FORMAT(IOX,2HX=,FIO.3,2X,6HINCHESIOX2HP=oFIO.3_2X4HPSIA)
21 FORMAT(2X,gEIO.3)
407 FORMAT(1X,IIO,5EIO.3)
408 FORMAT (22X32HCONDITIONS AFTER COMPLETE MIXING/)
409 FORMAT(I2H P (PSIA) ,llHU (FT/SEC) ,IOHPT (PSIA) 99HT TOT (R)9
IllHRO(LB/FT3) ,IOHK H20 LIQ ,9HK H20 VAPt3X6HK H2 _2XSHMACH NO.)
439 FORMAT (18X4IHINLET MACH NUMBER IMPOSSIBLE IF THE FLOWS/
120X37HCOMPLETELY MIX WITHIN THE MIXING DUCT)
C SENSE SWITCH 2 STATEMENT NUMBER 403
C COMPUTATION OF CONDITIONS AFTER COMPLETE MIXING
MIX=O
CDP=,25
EMDOT=EMJT&EMHI
T=(EMJT*TTJ&EMHI_TTH)/EMDOT*I,8
PX:P2/14,696
ITM=O
DP=O,
400 ITM=ITM&I
IF (ITM-30} 425._25,445
425 T=TII,£
C CALCULATION OF FINAL MOMENTUM FLUX
PX=PX&DP
AMIX=AI*D2/DI*D2/D1
FOFX=(EMJT _UJ&EMHI *UH)/(A_IX_32,174*I4,696)&P2/24,696
426 ROU2=FOFX-PX
C FIX FOR,NEGATIVE MOMENTUM
IF (ROU2) 416,416,417
416 PX=(PX-DP&FOFX)/2,
GO TO 426
C FINAL MASS , MOMENTUM , AND ENTHALPY FLUXES
417 ROUK=EMJT /AMIX
ROU2=ROU2*I4,696
ROUHT=ROUK*(HTJ-HTH)
P=PX
CALL STATE(ROU2,ROUHT,ROUK,HTH,U,P*T,RHO,VKKtVM*VPF)
F-II
CC
401
4O2
497
498
441
412
413
414
411
403
405
404
445
ERRU=RHO*U/144e-EMDOT/AMIX
IF (MIX) 401,401,402
ERRUS=ERRU
DP=,01
_IX=l
DERP=O,
DERPS=O,
GO TO 403
DERP=IERRU-ERRUS)/DP
IF (ERRU) 437t437,441
TEST FOR CHOKE CONDITION
IF (DERPS*DERP)
WRITE(3,439)
GO TO 445
ERRUS=ERRU
DERPS=DERP
DP=-ERRU/DERP
DLNP=DP/PX
IF (ABS(DLNP)-CDP)
IF (DLNP-CDP)
DLNP=-CDP
DP =DLNP*PX
GO TO 411
DLNP=CDP
DP =DLNP*PX
438_441,441
411,411,412
413,413,414
IF(ABS(ERRU)-,OOOI*EMDOT/AMIX} 404,404,403
CALL SSWTCH(2,KI)
IF(KI-2) 4059490,400
WRITE(3,40?)ITM,PX,DERPtDP,ERRUPVM
GO TO 40O
PXzPX*14e696
OUTPUT FOR COMPLETE MIXING CONDITIONS
WRITE(3,408)
WRITE(3,409)
NRITE(3,21) PX,U,P,T,RHO,VKK(I}tVKK(2)tVKK(3},VM
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE SUMCL
SUBROUTINE FOR AENOTHERM
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS
THE DUCT CENTERLINE, AND
DUCT FLOW NOT CONSIDERED
DIMENSION S(3,11)
WET DIFFUSER MIXING.PROGRAM
REICHARDT SUMMATIONS FOR A SINGLE JET ON
ANALYTICALLY CORRECTS FOR THE CONFINED
IN THE THEORY OF REICHARDT
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,DI,UJ,UH,HTJ,HTH,PX,VPF,CMK'CMKSQP
INN,KK,MM,INJ,ZB_BRATO,TSH,ROUH2,DROU2,DROUK,DROUH,AI,
2EMJC,DJC,RJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMON RO(I1},XO(8),DSY(II,8,2),DKSY(II,8,2),A(8,4),BUSQ(8)'
IVKK(3),RJ(4),J(4),NJ(4)
DO 229 N=I,NN
CALCULATION OF INCIDENT AND REFLECTED DISTANCES
S(ItN)mRO(N)
S(2oN)-D2-RO(N)
5(3,N)=D2&RO(N)
F-12
229
C
2501
2502
2503
2504
2505
2506
2_41
2342
2343
2345
301
302
303
2346
234
235
CONTINUE
CALCULATION OF FLUXES DUE TO CENTERLINE JETS
DO 235 M=I_M
D2SQ=D2*D2
WSQ=D2SQ/BUSQ(M)*.25
W=SORT(WSQ)
WSQ=WSQ*9,
IF(WSQI200,) 2502,2502,2501
YW:O,
GO TO 2503
YWI:2.*(EXP(-WSQ/9.)'EXP(-4o/9.*WSQ))
YW2=EXP(-WSQ)
YWB:k.*W*(ERF(W)&ERF(3.*W)-2.*ERF(2.*W}}
YW=YWI&YW2&YW3
SYW=DJCSQ/D2SQ*YW
IF(CMK-1.) 2504t2505_2504
YWKI:12.*EXP(-4./9.*WSQ*CMKSQ)
YWK2_&EkPI-WSQ*CMKSQ)
WK=W*CMK
YWK3= 4.*WK*(ERF(WK)&ERF(3.*WK)-2.*ERF(2.*WK}}
YWK:YWKI&YWK2&YWK3
SYWK=DJCSQ/D2SQ*YWK
GO TO 2506
SYWK=SYW
DO 235 N:I,NN
DO 234 I=i,3
X:S(ItN)*S(I,N)/BUSQ(M)
IF(X-200.) 234292342t2341
Y=O,
GO TO 2_43
Y=EXP(-X)
AMC:_JCSQ/RUSQ(M)*.25
SY=Y*AMC
DSY(NgMtl):DSY(NgM_I)&SY
IF (CMK=I.) 2345,2346_2345
X=X*CMKSQ
IF(X-200.) 302.302t301
Y=O.
GO TO 303
Y=EXP(-X)
DKSY(N,M,I)=DKSY(N,Mtl}&Y*AMC*CMKSQ
GO TO 234
DKSY(N,M,1):DSY(NtM,1)
CONTINUE
DSY(N_Mgl):DSY(Nt"._I) GSYW
DSY(N,M,2)=DSY(Nt_91)
DKSY(N_M_I)=DKSY(N,Mtl)&SYWK
DKSY(N,M,2)=DKSY(N,M_I)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
@2.*EXP(=WSQ/9.*CMKSQ)
SUBROUTINE OUTCL
F-13
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
THIS SUBROUTINE CALLS THE STATE AND MINT SUBROUTINES FOR SOLUTION
OF ALL STATE PROPERTIES IN THE MIXING DUCTt AND IS USED IF THERE
IS ONLY ONE JET AND IT IS ON THE CENTERLINE_ OR IF ALLJETS PEN-
ETRATE THE CENTERLINE, IT ALSO OUTPUTS THE FINAL RESULTS FOR
THESE CASES
DIMENSION US(II,2},PTS(II,2),TTS(IIt2),RHOS(II,2),CON_(II,2},
1CON2(II,2),CON3(II,2),VMS(II,2)
DIMENSION DUM(I1),RUK3(II),ROUK3(I1,2)
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,DI,UJ,UH,HTJ,HTH_PX,VPF,CMKtCMKSQ,
INN,KK,M_,INJiZB,BRAT0,TSHiROUH2iDROU2iDROUKiDROUH,AI,
2EMJC,DJC,RJCiDJCSQiRD
COMMON RO(II),XO(8),DSY(II,B,2)iDKSY(II,8i2)iA(8iS),BUSQ(8),
1VKK(B),RJ(4),J(_),NJ(4)
40 FORMAT(/9Xt59HCONVERGENCE ON PRESSURE NOT OBTAINED FOR THE FOLLOWI
1NG DATA)
26 FORMAT(2X,IOH R (IN,) tlOHU (FT/SEC)tlOH PT (PSIA)t&OH T TOT (R)o
IIOHRO(LB/FT3),IOH K H20 LIQ ,10H K H20 VAP,10H K H2 t
21XSHMACH NO,)
27 FORMAT(/25X31HLOCAL HYDROGEN MASS FLOW RATE =tlXEIO,3t8H LBS/SEC/)
21 FORMAT(2XtgEIO,3)
407 FORMAT(1XtIIOt5EIO,3)
19 FORMAT(IOX,2HX=oFIO.3,2X,6HINCHESIOX2HP=,FIO.3'2X4HPSIA )
SENSE SWITCH 3 STATEMENT NUMBER 2558
PS=P2
II=l
DO 23_I M=I,MM
MIX=O
PI:PS
DP=O,
2550 PI=PI&DP
DO 238 N=I,NN
B:DSY(N,M,I)
BK=DKSY(N,M,1}
BRAT=B/ZB
ARG=BRAT/BRATO
IF (ARG-1,) 2543,2543,2541
2543 T:TSH
GO TO 25_2
2541 EX=ALOG (ARG)*.4343
TTIL=I.-1./(1.&EX_(I.3&#.*EX))
T=TSH-(TSH-TTJ)*TTIL
2542 ROU2=ROUH2GP2-PI&DROU2*B
IF(ROU2) 2551,2551t2552
2551PZ=P2GROUH2&DROU2*B
DP=(PZ-PI-DP)/2,
PI=PI&DP
DO 8000 K=IgNN
B'DSY(KtMtII)
ROU2=ROUH2&P2-PI&DROU2*B
IF(ROU2) 2551t2551t8000
8000 CONTINUE
PI=PI-DP
GO TO 2550
2552 PZ=PI-PX
ROUK=DROUK_BK
ROUHT=DROUH_BK
P"PI/14,696
F-14
C
238
2382
2553
2554
2555
2556
2558
2559
2557
256I
2381
CALL STATE(ROU2,ROUHT,ROUK,HTH,U,P,T,RHO,VKKtVM,VPF}
ROUK3(Ngl )=RHO*U*VKK(3)
US (NglI)=U
PTS (NglI)=P
TTS (N,II)=T
RHOS(NgII)=RHO
CONI(NgII)=VKK(1)
CON2(NglI)=VKK(2)
CON3(NgII)=VKK(3)
VMS (NgII)=VM
CONTINUE
INTEGRATION OF HYDROGEN FLOW
EMHC =ROUK3(I_I)
DO 2382 N=I,NN
RUK3(N)=ROUK3(N,1)
DUM(N)=RUK3(N)*RO(N)
CONTINUE
CALL MINT (NN,RO 9DUM 9EMHC)
EMHC =EMHC "3o1416/14#, "2,
ERMH=EMHC-EMHI
IF(ABS(ER_H)-,001*EMHI) 256192561,2553
IF(MIX) 25549255492555
DP=(PX-PI)*,I
ERMHS=ERMH
MIX=I
ITM=I
DERHP=O,
GO TO 2556
DERHP=(ERMH-ERMHS)/DP
DP=-ERMH/DERHP
ERMHS=ERMH
ITM=IT_&I
IF(ITM-20) 2558,255892557
CALL SSWTCH(39KI)
IF(KI-2) 25599255092550
WRITE(3t40T)ITMtPI,DERHP,DP,ERMH,PZ
GO TO 2550
WRITE(3,40)
WRITE(3927)EMHC
PS=Pl
WRITE(3919) XO(M),PS
WRITE(3026)
DO 2381 N=ItNN
WRITE(3921)RO(N)gUS(NgII),PTS(NtII)tTTS(NtII)gRHOS(NtII)9
ICONI(N,II),CON2(NtII),CON3(NgII),VMS(NgII)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE SUMRI
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
F-15
C
C
C
C
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS REICHARDT SUMMATIONS FOR EVEN NUMBERS OF
JETS IN ALL ROWS THAT ARE NOT AT THE CENTERLINE, THESE RESULTS
ARE SUPERIMPOSED ON CENTERLINE JET CONTRIBUTIONS, IF ANY,
DIMENSION S(300,II)
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,DI,UJ,UH,HTJ,HTH,PX,VPF,CMK,CMKSQ
INN,KK,MM,INJ,ZB,BRAT0,TSH,ROUH2,DROU2,DROUK,DROUH,AI,
2EMJC,DJC,RJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMON RO(ll),XO(8),DSY(ll,8,2),DKSY(ll,8,2),A(8,4),BUSQ(8),
1VKK(3),RJ(_),J(4),NJ(4)
PI=3,1416
205 DO 220 K=I,KK
IF(RJ(K)) 220,220,206
206 ENJ=NJ(K)
INJK:NJ(K)/INJ
IF INJK IS EVEN,CALCULATIONS NEED ONLY RE PERFORMED AT ONE ANGLE
VINJ=INJK
VINJ=VINJ/2,
FINJ=INJK/2
IF((VINJ-FINJ)-,2) 2061,2061,2062
2061 INJK=O
GO TO 2063
2062 INJK=I
2063 DO 213 N:I,NN
I=0
IF(INJK) 320,320,321
320 IF(J(K)) 321,321,210
CALCULATION OF INCIDENT AND REFLECTED DISTANCES_ EVEN JETS, PHI=O
321 S I,N}=RO(N}-RJ(K)
S 2,N):RJ(K)&D2&RO(N)
S 3,N)=D2-RJ(K)-RO(N)
S 4tN)=RO(N)&RJ(K}
S 5,N)=D2-RJ(K)&RO(N)
S 6tN)=D2&RJ(K)-RO(N)
I=6
TH=2e*PI/ENJ
208 IF(TH-,998*PI) 209,209,2064
209 CALL CIRFC (RD,RJ(K),RO(N),TH,S(I&I,N),S(I&2,N)oS(I&3*N))
TH=TH&2,wPl/ENJ
I:I&3
GO TO 208
2064 IF(INJK) 213,213,210
CALCULATION ALONG RADIAL LINE BETWEEN JETS
210 PHII=PI/ENJ
TH=PHI1
211 IF(TH-I,OO2*(PI-PI/ENJ)) 212,212,213
212 CALL CIRFC (RD,RJ(K),RO(N),TH,S(I&I,N),S(I&2,N)_S(I&3,N))
TH=TH&PI/ENJ*2,
I=I&3
GO TO 211
213 CONTINUE
IF(INJK} 214,214,217
214 IF(J(K)}215,215,216
215 IM2=3*NJ(K)/2&3
GO TO 218
216 IM2=3*NJ(K}/2
GO TO 218
217 IMO=3*NJ(K)/2&4
IM2=3*NJ(K}&3
F-16
218
305
C
2131
2132
2066
2067
2068
2069
2133
2134
2135
2136
2137
2138
2139
301
3O2
3O3
2140
21_i
2142
219
22O
DO 305 N=I,NN
DO 305 I=I,IM2
S(I,N)=S(I,N)*S(I,N)
CONTINUE
SUPERPO$ITION OF FLUXES
DO 219 M=I,MM
DO 219 N=I,NN
II=l
DO 219 I=I,IM2
X:S(I,N)/BUSO(M)
IF.(X-200.} 2132,2132,2131
Y=O,
Y5=O,
GO TO 2066
Y=EXP(-X)
YS:Y
IF(INJK) 2067,2067,2133
IF(J(K)) 2068,2068,2069
FAC=I,
IF(I-7) 2138,2069,2069
FAC=2,
GO TO 2138
IF(I-7) 2134,2135,2135
II=I&J(K)
FAC=I,
GO TO 2138
IF(I-IMO) 2136,2137,2137
FAC=2,
GO TO 2138
FAC=2,
II=2-J(K)
DSY(N,M,II)=DSY(N,M,II)&FAC*Y*A(M,K}
IF(CMK-I,} 2139,2140,2139
X=X*C_KSQ
IF(X-200,) 302,302,301
Y=O,
GO TO 303
y=EXP(-X)
DKSY(N,M,II}=DKSY(N,_,II)SFAC*Y*A(_,K}*CMKSQ
GO TO 2141
DKSY(N,_,II)=DSY(N,M,II)
IF(INJK) 2142,21k2,219
DSY(N,M,2)=DSY(N,M,2)&FAC *YS*A(M,K)
DKSY(N,M,2}=DKSY(N,M,2)&FAC *Y*A(MtK)*CMKSQ
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
SUBROUTINE SUMR2
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
F-17
C
C
300
301
302
303
3O4
3041
3O5
306
3O7
309
THIS SUBROUTINE CORRECTS THE FLUXES OF SUMRI FOR THE CONFINED DUCT
FLOW NOT CONSIDERED IN THE THEORY OF REICHARDT
DIMENSION FLUX(II),DUM(II)
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,D1,UJ,UH,HTJ,HTHgPX,VPF,CMK,CNKSQ,
1NN,KK,MMgINJtZBtBRATOtTSHgROUH2tDROU2_DROUK.,DROUHoA19
2EMJCtDJCtRJCgDJCSOtRD
COMMON RO(ll)tXO(8)tDSY(l19892)_DKSY(llo8t2),A(8t4)gBUS_(8)o
lVKK(3),RJ(4}gJ(4),NJ(4)
FLUX CORRECTIONS DUE TO
RDSQ=RD*RD
AMIX=B,1416*RDSQ
AJT=EMJT/UJ*144,/62,4
DO 309 M=I,MM
IF((BUSQ(M)IRDSO)-,16)
DLTU=O,
GO TO 304
DO 30B N=ltNN
FLUX(N)= DSY(NgM91)&
DUM(N)=FLUX(N)*RO(N)
CONTINUE
VINT=FLUX(1)*2,
CALL MINT (NNJROgDUMtVINT)
DLTM=AJT/AMIX-VINT/RDSQ
DLK=DLTM
IF(CMK-I,) 304930V_304
CONFINED DUCT FLOW
301,B02,302
DSY(NgM,2}
IF((BUSQ(M)/(RDSO*CMKSQ))-,16) 30_1,305,305
DLK=O,
GO TO 307
DO 306 N=I,NN
FLUX(N)=DKSY(NtMtl)&DKSY(NoMt2)
DUM(N)=FLUX(N)*RO(N)
CONTINUE
VINT=FLUX(1)*2,
CALL MINT (NN,ROtDUMgVINT)
DLK =AJT/AMIX-VINT/RDSQ
DO 309 N=ltNN
DSY(N,M,I)=DSY(N,M,I)&DLTM
DSY(N,M,2)=DSY(N,M,2)&DLTM
DKSY(N,M,1)=DKSY(N,M,1)&DLK
DKSY(N*M,2)=DKSY(NtMt2)&DLK
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE OUTR
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
THIS SUBROUTINE CALLS THE MINT AND STATE SUBROUTINES FOR SOL-
UTION OF ALL STATE PROPERTIES IN THE MIXING DUCT, THIS SUBROUTINE
CONSIDERS CONTRIBUTIONS OF ALL JETS IF ANY ONE OR MORE OF THEM ARE
NOT ON THE CENTERLINE
DIMENSION US(ll,2),PTS(II,2),TTS(II,2),RHOS(II,2},CONI(II'2}'
ICON2(II,2),CONS(II,2),VMS(II,2)
DIMENSION DUM(ll), ROUK3(IIo2),RUKB(II)
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJtTTH,P2,D2,DI,uJ,UH,HTJ,HTHoPX,VPFtCMKgCMKSQ,
INNtKK,MM,INJ,ZBtBRATO,TSH,ROUH2,DROU2,DROUK,DROUH,AIt
F-18
C2EMJCtDJC,RJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMONROIll),XOI8),DSY(II_8,2)tDKSY(II,8t2),A(8,4)tBUSQI8)t
1VKKI3)tRJ(4),JI4)gNJ(4)
19 FORMAT(IOX,2HX=tFIO.3,2X,6HINCHESIOX2HP=,FIO.3t2X4HPStA)
20 FORMAT(IOX,5HPHI=O,3X,7HDEGREES)
21 FORMAT(2X,gEIO.3)
22 FORMAT(IOXt4HPHI=gF7,2,1X,7HDEGREES)
23 FORMAT(///)
26 FORMAT(2XtlOH R (IN,) ,IOHU (FT/SEC),IOH PT (PSIA),IOH T TOT (R)*
110HROILB/FT3)glOH K H20 LIQ ,IOH K H20 VAP,IOH K H2 t
21X8HMACH NO,)
27 FORMATI/25X31HLOCAL HYDROGEN MASS FLOW RATE =,IXEIO,3,8H LBS/SEC/}
40 FORMATI/gx,59HCONVERGENCE ON PRESSURE NOT OBTAINED FOR THE FOLLOW[
ING DATA)
407 FORMAT(1X,IIO,5EIO,3)
7550
220
140
141
2202
7551
8000
7552
SENSE SWITCH 3
CT=,9
PS:P2
DO 223 M:I,MM
ITM:O
PI:PS
DP:O,
PI=PI&DP
II:l
DO 221N=I,NN
B=DSY(N,M,II)
BK=DKSY(N,M,II)
BRAT=B/ZB
ARG:BRAT/BRATO
IF (ARG-I,} 140,140,141
T:TSH
STATEMENT NUMBER 7558
GO TO 2202
EX=ALOG(ARG)*.4343
TTIL&I.-I,/(I.&EX_(I,3&4._EX)}
T=TSH-(TSH-TTJ}_TTIL
ROU2=ROUH2&P2-PI&DROU2*B
IF(ROU2) 7551,7551,7552
PZ=P2&ROUH2&DROU2*B
DP=(PZ-PI-DP)/2.
PI=PI&DP
DO 8000 [I=I,2
DO 8000 K=I,NN
B=DSY(K,MtII)
ROU2=ROUH2&P2-PI&DROU2*B
[F(ROU2) 7551,7551,8000
CONTINUE
PI=PI-DP
GO TO 7550
PZ=pI-PX
ROUK=DROUK*BK
ROUHT=DROUH_BK
P=PI/14,696
CALL STATE(ROU2tROUHT,ROUK,HTH,U,P,T,RHO,VKK_VMpVPF}
ROUK3IN,II)=RHO*U*VKK(3)
US (N,II)=U
PTS (N,II)=P
TTS (N,II)=T
F-19
221
222
C
2221
2222
7553
7554
7555
329
33O
328
7556
7558
7559
7557
7561
RHOS(N,II}=RHO
CONI(N,II)=VKK(1)
CON2(N,II)=VKK(2)
CON3(N,II)=VKK(3)
VMS (N,II)=VM
CONTINUE
IF (II-i)2229222,2221
If=2
GO TO 220
INTEGRATION OF HYDROGEN FLOW
EMHC =ROUK3(191) "2.
DO 2222 N=ltNN
RUK3(N)=ROUK3(Ntl)&ROUK3(N.2}
DUM(N)=RUK3(N)*RO(N)
CONTINUE
CALL MINT (NN,RO .DUM
EMHC=EMHC*3,1416/144,
ERMH=EMHC-EMHI
IF(ABSIERMH)-,OOI*EMHI)
IF(ITM) 7554,7554,7555
DP=(PX-Pl)*,l
PlS=PI
ERMHS=ERMH
ITM=I
DERHP=O,
GO TO 7556
DERHP=(ERM_-ERMHS)/(Pl-PIS)
DP=-ERMHIDERHP
IF(ABS(DP/PI5)-,5) 328,328t330
DP=CTWDP
CT=CT/2,
GO TO 329
PIS=Pl
ERMHS=ERMH
ITM=ITMGI
IF(ITM-20) 7558,755897557
CALL 55WTCH(3,KI)
IF(KI-2) 7559,7550,7550
,EMHC)
7561,7561,7553
WRITE(3,4OV)ITM,PI,DERHP,DP,ERMH,PZ
GO TO V550
WRITE(3,40)
WRITE(3,27)EMHC
PS:Pl
WRITE(3,19) XO(M),PS
WRITE(3,20)
WRITE(3,26)
II=1
7564 DO 7562 N-I,NN
WRITE(3,21)RO(N),US(N,II),PTS(NtlI},TTS(N,II),RHOS(NoII)'
ICONI(N,II}tCON2(N,II)tCON3(N,II),V_S(N,II)
7562 CONTINUE
IF(II-I) 7563,7563,223
7563 II=2
VINJ=INJ
PHII=3,1416/VINJ*57,296
WRITE(3,22}PMII
GO TO 7564
F-20
223 CONTINUE
WRITE(3t23)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STATE(RUUtRUHTgRUK, HTHgUtPgT9 RHOtVKKIVMyVPF)
C SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER HIKING PROGRAM
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE MASSy MOMENTUMy AND ENTHALPY FLUXES SI-
C MULTANEOUSLY TO DETERMINE LOCAL STAGNATION PRESSUREy STAGNATION
C TEMPERATUREy DENSITYy MASS CONCENTRATIONS OF LIQUID WATERy VAPOR
C WATERt AND HYDROGENt AND LOCAL MACH NUMBER (FOR*TWO PHASE' FLOW
C WHERE APPROPRIATE}, THESE RESULTS ARE OBTAINED FOR AN ASSUMED
C PRESSURE WHICH IS MODIFIED AS NECESSARY IN EITHER OUTCL OR OUTR
C TO SATISFY HYDROGEN CONTINUITY
DIMENSION VKK(3)tH(3)yCP(3),S(3)
COMMON BIZ(458)
COMMON RB(3y2)tRC(392)tRD(3t2}gRE(3t2)yRF(392)yWWyWHyA9tRHOL
2 FORMAT (2X_&EIO,3)
8900 FORMAT(4H ITS2XlHTgX3HDLT?XSHERRORSX6HDERLNT4X3HRHOTX3HPMITX3HPM27
IX3HP2ATX3HP2E)
8901FORMAT(13ylOE1
C
13
121
131
14
15
16
0,3)
SENSE SWITCH 4 STATEMENT NUMBER
LM:O
TS=T
CT:,25
CALL SSWTCH(#gKI)
IF(KI-2) 1219131t131
WRITE(392)RUU,RUHT,RUK,HTHyPtVPF
ITS:O
CSQ:RUK/RUU*RUK*4,4757
R:I,31_6
A4=CSO_R
A3=CSQ/RHOL
A2=A4wP_WH
AI=A_/2,_A9
ITS=ITS&I
PM2=T*(AI&SQRT(AI*AI&A2/T))
P2A=PM2/WW
VA:ALOG(T/3000,)
VB:T-3000,
VC:(T&3000,)/2,
VD=3OOO,*T
VE:VC/(VD_VD)
RT=I,9869*T
DO 17 I=1y3
J=l
IF(T-1000, ) 16,16y15
J=2
CP(1)=RC(I,J)&T_RD(IyJ}&RE(I,J)/(T_T}
13,410,25
H(1)=RB(IyJ)GVB*(RC(I,J}&RD(IyJ)*VC&RE(IyJ)/VD)
17 S(1)=RF(I,J)GRC(I,J)*VA&VB*(RD(I_J)&RE(IyJ)*VE)
P2E=VPF*EXP((H(1)-H(2))/RT&(S(2)-S(1))/I,9869)
IF(P2A-P2E) 18o18y19
18 P2=P2A
F-21
19
20
221
222
4OO
4O3
_97
498
5OO
501
5O2
5O3
410
9001
9003
PI=O,
PMI=O.
P3=P-P2
PM3=P3*WH
GO TO 20
P2=P2E
PM2=P2*WW
P3=P-P2
PMS=P3_WH
A5:((2,-A3)*P_2-A4*T-A3*PM3)/2,
A6=PM2*PM2-A4*T*(PM2&PM3)
PMI=(-A5&SQRT(A5*A5-A6*(le-A3)))/(le-A3)
PI=PMI/WW
PM=PMI&PM2&PM3
RHO:PM/(R*T&PMI/RHOL)
VK=(PMI&PM2)/PM
AIT=RUU/RHO*.I0283
IF (AI7) 221,221,222
U=O,
GO TO 25
U=SQRT(A17)
RHOU=RHO_U
HS=(PI*H(I)&P2*H(2)&PS*H(3))/PM
A19=HS&A17/2s-HTH
ERROR=RHOU*A19-RUHTW,6784
IF(LM-1} 400t403t403
ERRS=ERROR
DLT=,05
DERLT=O,
LM=I
GO TO 410
DERLT =(ERROR-ERRS)/DLT
IF(ERRS*ERROR) 497,497,498
CT=CT/2,
ERRS=ERROR
DLT=-ERROR/DERLT
IF (DLT) 500*500,502
IF(DLT&CT) 501,501t410
DLT=-CT
GO TO 410
IF(DLT-CT) 410,5039503
DLT=CT
CALL 5SWTCH(4,KI)
IF(KI-2) 9001,9002t9002
IF(ICZ-777) 9003,900499003
WRITE(3,8900}
ICZ=777
9004 WRITE(3,890I)ITS,T,DLT*ERROR*DERLT ,RHO,PMI,PM2,
IP2A,P2E
9002 CONTINUE
T=T*EXP(DLT}
IF(ITS-30) 33,33925
25 CALL SSWTCH(4,KI}
IF(KI-2) 24o26,26
26 PsO,
TzT5
VKK(1)=RUU
VKK(2)=RUHT
F-22
VKK(31=RUK
GO TO 32
33 IF (PMI} 31,30o31
30 IF (ABSIDLT}-,O005)
31 IFIABSIDLT)-.O001}
24 VKK(1)=PM1/PM
41
32
24t24_14
24_24t14
VKK(2)=PM2/PM
VKK(3)=PM3/PM
VK2M :VKK(2}/WW
VK3M=VKK(3)/WH"
CPB=VK2M*CP(2)&VK3M*CP(3)
R=I.9869*(VK2M&VK3M)
GAM:I.I(I.-R/CPB)
EN :VKK(I}/CPB
GAM : (GAM*(EN&Z.))/(GAM*
ASQ=GAM*R*T
VMSO=AZ7/ASO
VM =SQRT(VMSO)
TTOT=I.&(GAM-1.}*VMSQ/2.
T:T*TTOT*Z.8
GAMX:GAM/(GAM-1.)
P=lk.696*P*TTOT**GAMX
U=U*212.27
RETURN
END
EN&I, )
ii
15
SUBROUTINE CIRFC (R_RI,R29TH,S1,S2,S3)
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES ONE INCIDENT AND TWO REFLECTED RADIAL
DISTANCES BETWEEN A SOURCE JET AND AN OUTPUT POINT, TO BE USED FOR
DETERMINATION OF JET FLUX CONTRIBUTIONS
FORMAT(2X,IIO,4(2X,EIO.3)}
FORMAT(2X,3HRD:,F10.3,3HRJ=,FlO.3,2HR=,FlO.3,3HTH=gE10.3okHRAD, 923
IHREFLECTED DIST. INVALID)
SENSE.SWITCH 1
IF(R2) 31t31_32
31 S2=2.*R-RI
S3:2.*R&RI
GO TO 9
32 RR=R1/R2
IF(ABS(RR-I.)-.O05) 70_70t71
70 R2=RI
RR=I.
71 ALP:O,
IT=O
A:SIN(TH}
B:COS(TH)
IF(R2-R1) 3,1,2
I ALP:TH/2.
C=SIN(ALP}
D:COS(ALP)
GO TO 7
2 ALP=TH
3 ALPA=ATAN(R2*A/(RI&R2*B)}
STATEMENT NUMBER 63
F-23
IF(A&PA) 21,21,4
21ALPA=ALPA&3.141592
4 C=SINIALP)
D=COS(ALP)
F=l,-2,*C**2
G=C*D
H=2,*G*B-F*A
O=C*B-D*A
P=F*B&2,*G*A
Q=D*B&C*A
RZ=RI*H/IO&RR*C}
IF(ABS(RZ/R-1.}-oO05) 7t7,5
5 DADR=R1/RZ*H/(2o*RI*P-RZ*Q-RZ*RR*D)
ALPP=DADR*IR-RZ)GALP
IF(IALPP-ALPA)/(ALP-ALPA)-.25) 6_61961
6 ALPP=.25*ALP&.V5*ALPA
61 IT=IT&I
IF(IT-20) 63,63t64
63 CALL SSWTCH(1,KI)
IF(KI-2) 10t62,62
64 WRITE(3,15) R,R1,R2,TH
$2=2.*R
$3=$2
GO TO 9
lO WRITE(3,11}IT,ALP,ALPP_DADR,RZ
62 ALP=ALPP
GO TO 4
7 S3=SQRT((R*D-RI)**2&(R*C)**2}&SQRTIIR*D-R2*B)**2&IR*C-R2*A)**2)
IT=O
IF(R) 9,9t8
8 R=-R
$2=$3
ALP=ALPA/2.&TH/4.
IF (R2-RI) 4tlt4
9 SI=SQRT((R2*B-RI)**2&(R2*A)**2)
R=A_S(R}
RETURN
END
C
C
C
C
SUBROUTINE MINT(N,X,YtZ}
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING
THIS SUBROUTINE PERFORMS INTEGRATIONS ACROSS
REQUIRED IN SUMR2, AND WHEN REQUIRED IN EITHER
IT IS AN ADAPTATION OF R.M.KENDALLIS SLOPQ
DIMENSION X(I},Y(1),S(11)
SENSE SWITCH 5 STATEMENT NUMBER I0
S(2)=(Y(2)-Y(1))/(X(2)- X(1))
S(I)=S(2)
QC=S(2)
DO 7 I=I,N
IFII&I'N)2,1o6
QB=QC
IF(I-2)7,6,5
XOT-X(1)-X(I&I)
PROGRAM
THE FLOW FIELD WHEN
OUTCL OR OUTR.
F-24
CMIX
C
C
i00
C
2343
C
2344
C
205
C
AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM .... T,J,DAHM, 1967
COMMON EMJT_EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,DI,UJ,UH,HTO,HTHtPXVPFtCMK,CMKSQt
INN,KK,MM,INJ,ZB,BRATO,TSH,ROUH2,DROU2,DROUK,DROUHoAIo
2EMJC,DJC,RJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMON RO(II),XO(8),DSY(II_8,2)tDKSY(II,8t2)_A(8t4)oBUSO(8)9
IVKK(3),RJ(4),J(4),NO(4)
COMMON RB(3,2),RC(3,2),RG(9,2),RE(3,2),RF(3,2),WW,WH,A9,RHOL
COM_flON EZ(P),EW(B),Y2(8),SP(8),TP(8),YP(8)
CALL DEFIO(O,2,8)
CALL DEFIO(O,3,5)
AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER
CALL KEMD
CALL PREL
CALL FINAL
IF(EMJC) 205,205,2343
CALCULATION FOR SINGLE
CALL SUMCL
IF (KK-1) 2344,2344,285
OUTPUT FOR SINGLE JET ON
CALL OUTCL
GO TO i00
EVEN JET CALCULATIONS 9
CALL SUMRI
CALL 5UMR2
CALCULATION OF OUTPUT,
CALL OUTR
GO TO i00
END
PROGRAM
JET ON CENTERLINE
CENTERLINE
INCLUDING SUPERPOSITION OF CENTERLINE
EVEN JETS
C
C
C
C
11
SUBROUTINE KEMD
SUBROUTINE FOR AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER MIXING PROGRAM
THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS THERMOCHEMICAL CURVE FIT AND OTHER DATA
AND PERFORMS CURVE FITS FOR STREAMLINE AND JET PENETRATION RESULTS
FOR VARIABLE INLET PROFILE
DIMENSION YI(8),XT(8)
COMMON EMJT,EMHI,TTJ,TTH,P2,D2,D1,UJ,UH,HTJ,HTHoPX,VPF,CMK,CMKSQ,
1NN,KK,MM,INJ_ZB_BRATO,TSH,ROUH2,DROU2_DROUK,DROUH,A1,
2EMJC,DJC,iRJC,DJCSQ,RD
COMMON RO(II),XO(8),DSY(II,8,2),DKSY(II,8,2),A(8,4)BUSQ(8)_
1VKK(3),RJ(4),J(4)_NJ(4)
COMMON RB(3,2),RC(3,2),RG(3,2),RE(3,2),RF(3,2),WW,WH,A9,RHOL
COMMON EZ(8),EW(8),Y2(8),SP(8),TP(8),YT(8)
RHOL=62,4
WH=2,016
WW=
A=
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RB
RC
RC
18,016
I,O-WH/WW
i,I
1,2
2,1
2,2
3,1
3,2
I,i
1,2
=-I,9698E&4
=-I,9698E&4
=-2,7089E&4
=-2,7597E&4
=2,0228E&4
=2,121E&4
=I,8016E&I
=I,8016E&I
F-25
3
9 S(1):Z
Z:O.
GO TO 10
4 S(1)=(S(1)&
5 S(1):(S(1)&
6 XD=X(1)-X(I
YS:Y(1)&Y(I
SD:S(1)-S(I
XTT=X(I&I)-X(I&2)
XTO=X(I&2)-X(1)
AA=Y(1)/(XOT*XTO)
XOTT=XOT*XTT
AB=Y(I&I)/XOTT
AC:Y(IG2)/(XTT*XTO)
AAA=AA*XTT
ABB=AB*XTO
ACC=AC*XOT
QA=QC
QB:S(1)
QC=S(I&I)
S(1)=AA*(XTO-XOT)&ABB-ACC
S(I&I)=AB*(XOT-XTT)GACC-AAA
S(I&2)=AC*(XTT-XTO)GAAA-ABB
IF(I-2) 995t4
I0
II
12
7
QA)/2,
QB)/2.
-I)
-i)
-i)
Z=Z&XD/2.*(YS-XD/6,*SD)
CALL SSWTCH(59KI)
IF(KI-2) 11,7,7
WRITE(3,12} I,X(I},Y(1),Z,S(1)
FORMAT(2XtI294(IXEIO,3))
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C
C
FUNCTION ERF(X)
THIS IS AN ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE
NBS-AMS-55-ABSOLUTE
OF THE AEROTHERM WET DIFFUSER
P=,47047
AI=,3#80242
A2=-,095879_
A3:,7478556
T=I,/(I.GP*X)
XSQ=X*X
ERF=I,-T*(AI&T*(A2GT*Ag))*EXP(-XSQ)
RETURN
END
ERROR
ERROR LESS THAN .000025 - USED
MIXING PROGRAM
FUNCTION FROM
IN SUMCL
F-26
APPENDIX G
CO_4PUTED RESULTS FOR "REFERENCE CASE" OF FULL-SCALE
E/STS 2-3 PERFORMANCE PREDICTION ANALYSIS
01 (%k,) _2 (Z_;) XJ t!N,) ALrM (D£G) Ow _N_
..... 04_.t2JeQ03 a,3G4,00_ O. D,_aBJLtO_ O,_t_L6_QO_I.. .... Q.....
MrOT W MDOT J PTI (P|_A)PTJ (PS_A! TT_ (R) TTJ (_) MI M2
04230.003 0,2_4._04 O,120*gOZ 0,136.0Q3 0,450*U04 0,_30"003 Q,3_*UOU 0,4_7.00L
0,111,002 0,_13,002 0,11_*_0 _ U,136*003 0,607.00_ 0,_0-001 0,100,g01 0_I00.00_
JET DkT_
................. NJ MOOT_ - - _£_ _ZAM JET RA_s AZZMUTH
?_ O,§_*UO_ OISO0*OOu 0,_9100_ OI
0.21U,gO _ 0.80_*000 0,_5_'002 O,
OONDZTZON_ AFTER O_MP_ETE MZX_N@
....... P (PSi) U. (RT/SEG)
0,_12"002 _.262"003 0,$13.U0 _ 0,829.003 0,£4Zo0_10, U,923.UU0 0,774.00¢ O,_e*O00 .......................
U (rTIsEC)
O, 0,_36"0_3
........ 0,19_*002 0,646i003
0,3e4*002 0,_30.C03
0,576*002 0.6_6*003
0.7_a*002 0,64_*003
0,9e0$002 0,646*003
0,119*003 0,_46"003
0.646*00_
_,_3_*003 0,175*00
,_54.003 3
0,173"003 0t640.0G3
X= 50,Q00 ZN_H£S
PHZmG UEGREES
0._.00_
0.t_*u0_
0,121*002
0.11_$002
0.1_*002
0.11_*002
0.11_*U02
0,_02*003 _t646$003 O.11_tUO_
PHZ, _0,0o DEO_E_S
O! 0.$36"003 0,92_*007
. 0,_2,002 0._46,003 0,11_.Q02
0.3@4*002 0.646*003 0,1_$002
0.576*002 0.646.0_$ 0.11_eUO _
U.708*002 _.646_003
0.960e002 0o646e003
Pu _1,270 F=L&
T TOT (_)RO(LBtFT_) K N20 LZQ K M_g VkP K MZ MAOH NO,
0.555*001 0._37*U_2 0,100$001 0,2_9*g04 0,410.004 gt_¢t$00¢
G.615*0_3 0.394*00_ 00_69"000 0.25_'00_ 0._4-00| gt3a_*O00
Ot449e004 0,47_=00_ O, Ui90_'U13 Ot[OO*O0[ gIS_I=O0[
0t44_*0_ _ 0,471"G00 0, O,_?'U_ 0tI00"00_ 0,9_I=005
0,633"00_ U.I$4*U_U 0,_53$000 0,_$U00 0,144.00_ 0,2_¢000
0.44.9m00_ _ 4,__J_eO/___l___ .......... o.321=uos 0.10n.O0_ g,l_s=O0 _
0,449.004 U,47_'00_ U, U.448"U14 0,100*00t 0,931"001
0,595"003 0,337*0_ 0,_00*00¢ 0,299"004 Ot4BB=004 0t_$¢*00¢
0t449*004 0,471"0_3 01 0.2_1,008 Ot_00*O0_ 019_|'00¢
0m449*004 0,47_'0_ _ 01 d:3_>'U_ 0,[00*00_ 015_|'001
0,_.00 _ 0,449*004 0o471"0U_ 0 o 9,_7=0_ 0o_00*00_ 0,96|t00_
0,11_*002 0,633$0Q3 0,114*00_ 0,_5_*000 0,1_=_000 Oe[44eO0_ 0t213'000
0,154"003 _,_79*003 0,11_.00 _
0.173*003 0.646.003 0.11_*00 _
.. o,_92,gOZ__._4ee00_ o.Z_,uo_
Xu 100.000 zN_M($
PH_,O UEuRE£g
0_ 0,$37._03 0,64_*_0 _
0.192"002 O.PET,O03 0,1_*U0 _
0,_7e*002 0.617*003 0,11_*00_
0,768"002 0t691*003 0,110"002
....... _o960*002 003 0,11_*_02
0m134$003 U.552*003 0011_*00_
0t173*003 0.690*003 0,_10.002
0,192"003 0,691*00_ 0,11_*00_
..... PHZu 30.00 _£@RE_
0, 0.137"003 0.64_*002
0,192*002 0._43*003 O,_?$UO _
__ _ 0.3e4"_0_ 0,6Z3-003 O,_I_*VO z
0,57fi*002 G,691*003 0,11_*U0 _
0,7e8.002 0,691.00_ 0,11_-002
0,9_0.002 0,609-003 0*_I_*002
0,115*003 0,_5_*_01 0,114*002
0t134"003 0,_52.003 0,11_*U0 _
---_ 0jJ.54,_03 0,206*003 0,%%9*00 _
"01_73*003 0.690i003 0,$1_'U02
..... 0,$92"003 0.691*003 0.11_*U0 _
0,641*0_ O,_4o-UuZ 00_31.000 0,714*000 0,_44.00_ 0,_09"000
0.449=004 0i47_'003 0! 0,448"U_4 0,100$00_ 0,536"00_
0.449$0_0_4 _471_00_. ......... U_j_5__'_'WS2__Q_Z_gpq_.__B=_O _ .....
Pi _,2e4 P$_A
0.5_9,003
0._14*004
0,6Z9*003
0.448*004
0.449*004
0,449*004
U,637*003
0,40_*0_
0.8_7"003
0,449*004
0.449*004
0,599.003
0._3_*00_
0m4_9$004
0.449*004
0,449-004
0.449$004
0,637*003
0.401-004
0,807*003
0t449.004
0.449*004
0.04_*0_Z 0=V9_*000 _,2_=003 0.3b0.00_ 0.1_6"001
U,955-00_ Ut 0.907*U00 0_9_0=00_ 0.64_'00_
0._77"00_ O. 0*111*901 0,9_9"000 0._76=001
Ut47_'OU 30. U_4_7"011 OtlOOeOOt 0t575"001
U.618"U0_ 0. U.399÷g00 0.601*000 0_606"00[
0,_36_0_10i 0i_2_*00_.0_707.00_ gm907"00_
0.472-00_ 0, 0,102=g0_ 0t999$000 0t_79"00_
0,471=00_ O, U,54_-012 0,100"00_ gt979"001
0,_42"0_1 0=_79*000 0_2_=U03 0,310_00_ 0,_6"00_
_.705=002 0, U.B_)*U00 0._09$000 UtBOe'O01
O,_7Z-uCa O, 0.141-u0$ 0,_00.001 0,_T5-00_
u. 146=Ull 0,_00.00_ 0.97]=00_0,471=00_ O;
0.473"0P_ 0¢ 0L_66.U_ 0,999*000 0t979_00[
0.667"00_ 001_2*000 0,246*000 Ot2ZZ-00[ 0,17_000
U,8!8"00_ O, U,3WV÷UOU U,601*000 0,606"001
0,472=00 _ Om 0,10_-00_ 0,9_9.000 g,_T_-O01
X. 200.000 %NG_[I Pe _Z_P.__ PLT_k__ ........
PNZmC _[GRL[|
H (ZN,| _ (tTI_[C) PT _PSZA) T TOT (M)_O(Le/Plot K ._u 619 K HZO yAP K N| MkON NO,
o,_z_._e_ o,6za*ooa o,*_?.oou o,_*ooo o,z_4-ooz 0,960.00I Oo3?t*O00
0,_1_*002 0,6_g*00_ 0,446"00Z 0,_7"000 0e3_1*U00 0,3$6mOOL 0,1_4°000
01102*002 0, l.d,l*O03
0,384°002 U,173*_03
__ 0..576.002 0,419.003 O._._l._O.ILOk _:;!7t.no4
0,768*002 U,_;19*003 0,11_,'002 0,448*.0I_4
0,9_U*_02 0,'_1"003 0,_.'[3*00 _ 0,288"0 _4
___ O+Z¢_.tLO ,x 0._.63._1_30__J_ %lun2_. 0.64n,,_n03.
0,_._4.003 0,244._03 0,11_°_0 _ 0,$0R°004
0,_4,,003 0,303,'003 0,11_*00 _ 0,16_*00'_
.0t:,73*U03 0,606°0C-3 O._:__,J_ 0;4_.9"0 n-#'
U,19_*003 U,82'_*0(J3 0,11_°00 :_ 0,449°0(J4
PHZ_ 30,00 _[SRE:_6
0,_2.002 0,$_1"003 0,1_*002 0,6_3-003
0,31_4*g03 U,_18*n03 0,11'_*U0 _ 0,744°003
0._t*002 U.7011"003 0,11_*U0_ 0.410"0 r'4
U,768*002 O,_/R-O03 O,_,_,_*UO _ 0,449-004
0196U*002 0,44_.*0tJ3 0,_._.6°00 :_ 0,2B_1°0_4
0,234*003 0,:)44°00 _ 0,_.1_*_0 Z 0,_.02"00 _
0,1S4.003 0,303°003 0,12_og02 0,16_o004
0,19_*003 0,_2'1"003 0,$1-_*U02 0,449.00'_
Xa 300,000 ZNG_[ 5 _I
719,uoo 0_,0_, 0.7_*nnt 10,470-003 O, U,l_*gO_ 0,9_4*000 U,6_00_
0,21_'00_ O, 0,7_*g00 0,26_.000 0,7_3"00_
0,_74-00_ 0, 0,_7_*U00 0,_9"000 0,|7t'00_
0.70_'0_ 0. O.aZ_UO00.6J[l*OO_L*-?=OJEe-O0_ ...... .
0,472o0L_ O, U,30_'U02 0,997.000 U,6t?'O0_
0,413.0_ 0,971'000 0_2_7 UO_ 0,_/3.00l 0,397,000
0,160"0L'_ O* O,9_b*gOO 0,736o00_ 0l_04°000
U._82"0C_ O; _L_,9_UOU O.7_J*OOO g.Tg_eO0_ .......
_,214"00_ 0, U,749*U00 0,2b¢'000 0,7B3"00_
0,704.00_ O. _]i_U00 O,6_JO00 O.709eOOJL ......
0,472-0_a O, 0,30_,U02 0,9_?*000 V,_|YwO0_
R IZN;) U (rTli[O) PT (_Z_k)
O, 0,$3#*003 0,13_-002
0,384*002 0,$69.0_3
0,57t.002 0,346.003
0_7_I*G02 0.6_9.003
0_960"00_ 0,323*003
0_119.003 0,_$4"003
0,_54.0_3 0,357*003
0,_73.003 0,628*003
0,$9Z*003 0,_47e005 O._UO _
PNZ! 30°00 D[_R£_g
O, _,$3_.003 0,_3_*_0 _
0,102*002 0,142"003 0,_g_*_0 _
0,3g4*00_ _,_70"0_30,_lqeUO _
0,576*002 0,4_3"003 0,11_*_0 _
0_7_8.002 U,?_6*003
0,960*002 0,323*003
0,_19"003 0,214.003
0._4.003 0,242*003
173"00_ _,6_g*003
0,1920003 0,847*003
O,_*UO_ 0,$B9"004
11a.gO _ 0,_63.00_
_:11_.U0 _ 0,64_.003
0.1_i00_ O,OSJ_00_
0,11_*_0 _ 0,10_*004
0,11_oU02 0,369*004
0.4_8_004
0,503*003
0,637*003
0,242°004
0,_000 _ 0|4050004
0,_*_0_ 0,1646004
0,11_oU02 0,641o003
0,_*_02 0,369"004
0,_1_-00 _ UI438*004
0,S93°00_ UIV_4000_ 0,_9_/000 o,6)_IUO 2 0,]0_,001 Ol_gliO00
o,_4-o_ o,_2a.ooo o,z_ouoo o,2ae.oo_ o,1_|?o0o
u,_84-00_ O, 0,_0*g00 0,140.000 O,e_O'OO_
0,9a3-00_ o.
0,1_=0__0, Oa_*gO00,?_t.OOL O._O?*O00
0,443"00_ O, 0,891*g00 0,_4¥,000 0,9_I'00[
0,1_0-002 O, 0,9_o_00 0,46_*000 g,lO_=O0_
_,545=00_ 0.. 0_'000 0,871e000 0,?_0=00_
0,9_4o00U Oa_?l°O00 0,6_g0_ 0,304.001 0*9_|°000
U,_O°O_U 0_79o000 0t20_-_0_ O,SR_.OOI 0,4_*000
U,_6-0_ O, 0,_04oU00 0,196.000 0,877"00_
U,779,_0a O, 0_3_4*U00 0,6Z__*O00 0,7_0:00%
O,_e_-oG20_ 0,[7_g00 O,_Z4*O00 0,_*0 00_
0,20b=001 0_79S=00_ U,85_og00 0.642=00_ 0*_|*000
U,2_5-0[; O; 0.9_Q00 O, 7_!00_ 01101°000
U°443"0L_ O, 0,8_*U00 01_49"000 Um9_2"00_
0,_1u=0_ O_ 0_549*g00 0,46_*000 0,80_'00_
0,_5=003 O_ 0,_2_g00 0,_71.000 0,7_0"00_
._.-2
Xm 400,000 |NG_[i PI _%,2_! PI_A
PN%mO _[GR[[S
O, 0,$42.003 b,124*002 0,607.00_ U,529.0_ 0,279.000
0,Z92.002 0,$44.003 0,120.002 0,617.003 0,564.000 0a_64.000
0,5?6"002 O.2Si*OC3 0,1$_*U02 0,874i00_ 0,132=001 Os
0*768"002 0,478*003 0,11_'00 _ O,a6S*O04 0,25_-00_ O,
- .1 0.960m0_20,_24J_O3_b_*UO__._O_t4S*O04 _693-00Z O=
011_S*003 0,253"003 0,1_a*UO_ 0,829"00_ U,145"0_1 O;
0,1_4"003 0,272*003 ^ 11_iu02 0,995.003 0,_13-001
0,[73"00Z 0,_$8.003 OI[[_*OOZ 0,343i004 0t118"00Z
0,Z92*003 0,800*003 0,¢_*002 0,409.004 0,754-003
K H_ YAP K HI NA_N NO;
001t1"_01 0,470,001 0_4S3"000
0,2_8=001 0,6_7,00| 0,$76"000
_[_46*U00 0,_3.00_ 0,2_*000
0,77_*_00 0,2_6.000 g,9_I.00_
0.819*U00 0.2_2.000 0._0|.000
0=92_*U00 0,773.00_ g,_4*000
0, _,91)*U00 0,894=00_ 0,_%0_000
8_4*_0J_ n 246.00o O.9_o=on_
O, O,62J*UOO 0,37?*000 018i1"001
O, 0,35)'000 0,64S.000 g,li6,O0[
0,' 0,$42"003 0,%2_*_0 _
0t$_2"002 0,_44-003 0,120*002
0.3_4*002 0o_1"0¢3 0o_'60_
0,576"0_2 0,26Z*003 0.11_'00 _
0,768.002 0,492*003 0,11_.00 _
O._eO*g02 0.324*003 0._-00_
o.,,.oo, o.--oo 0,134"003 0,272i003 O.1Z. uO 2
0._54"003 0,3_0*003 O,_?*gO_
0,$73*0_3 0,6Z8*003 0,_1_.002
0,2_*003 0,800*003 0,11_*U02
Xa 600.000 ZN_HES
_HZ.O
H (Z_,) U CrTl_[_)
O* 0,152*0_3
0,292*002 0,$P_*003
0,3_4*002 _t160*003
0,076_002
0,760*002
0,9e0*002
0_1_S*003
0,134"003
0,1_4"003
_._73*003
0,$_2"003
0,6%7*00Z 0,354-00_ 0_64.000 O,2y_"UO$
0,907.00_ 0,127=001 O, U,9_*UO0
0,274.004 0,238-0C_ O, 0i7_27000
PHZ,
O= 0
0,_92,002 0
0,364*002 0
0_,076*003
0,7&0"002
0,9_0"002
0,%_4*003
0_273"003
0,1_2"003
0,470,001 0s4_3"000
0,6=7,00_ 0,376*000
_,_4=QOt D.9_Se_n
0,|_*000 0,9H4-00_
0,829*003 0,14L'G_1 O, U,923*U00 0,773=00_ 0,%14*000
0,999-003 _,113-U0% O, U,91_*U00 0,8_4=00_ 0,1_0"000
0,343*004 0,138"00_ 00 0,623*U00 0,377*000 0*8_3*00_
0,409=004 U*754=00_ O; 0*3_*U00 0,64Se000 0,|_=00_
PT (_S_k) T TOT (H|_O(_tFT3) K _20 L_O K H_O YAP K H| _A_H NO,
0.118*U0 _ 0,624_03 _.232*00U 0._7*0000,541=U0% 0,049=00| 0,317.00n _ .
o,11T.oo2 0,62T*o03 o,1_*oo_ o;_21*000 0,674,001 o,_50.00| O,2Pa_OO0
o,11b.u02 0,633.00_ 0,zo0.0oo 0,_44.000 0,140,u00 0,1P0.00_ 0,2_4*000
0.$99_003 O._PO2 0,6_9_00]_0_4_0=001 0._5_*000 0.41_*g00 00330=00_ .gJ_JL*_IO_
0,273*003 O,l_iO02 0,85S*003 G,1_6=0_ O, 0:9=1,000 0,?_'000 0*1_0*000
0,323"0C3 0,12_*_0 _ 0,%25*00_ 0,840=0_ O, 0*902*U00 0,992=000 0*%_3*000
0,341*003 0,%2_*002 0,%40*004 0,727"0_Z Oe 0,0_*U00 0_10e*000 0,1%_*000
0,4_0*003 _,%1_*002 0,%g0*004 0,432=00Z O_ 0.049*000 0,%_1*000 0,_0D*000
0,652.0_3 0,1_*_02 0,334*00* 0,148=0_2 O; 0,6_6,_00 0,394*000 0,t_7"00%
30,00 D[_E_S
,_4.005 0_117*00_ 0,627.00_ 0,19='000 0=_$'000 g,604=00% 0,96_=00i 0,2_30000
0,273i_03 0._1_*002 0,0_7"003 0,139o0C10i 0=9=1÷000 0,7#7.00_ 0,120"000
0,324*00] 0.11_.00z 0,_a6*004 o,e3e-oOa O_ u,9oz*uog 0,994.00_ 0,%13*000
0,341.003 0_113*U02 0,140.004 U,727-0_ 0, OiSg_*UOO 0,100.000 0,1_1*000
0,410*003 0_%17*002 0,_0*004 5,43_-0_ O_ 0,84_*000 0,_1.000 0,t0_'000
o,90e.003 0.1%_.00_ o,21e.o04 0,_13=.00__ O= . _=TZ_*YOO O=2e1_QO0_g__t_3-QO_._
0,652._03 0,123.002 0,334*004 _,$4B=0_20e 0,64_U00 0,39_*000 0,907"00_
X, 800,000 ZNG_£_ _, 12,1vU _|IA
czN_) u (rT/_[¢_ pT (v|zA) ??OT (_lRoc_/rT3_ K _o L%o K Ms, v,P x .! MAOMNO_.
O, 6,16_*003 0_*00 _ 0,632.00_ 0,1_6*000 0_9"000 0,2_?,U00 0,133=00L U,2_0*0|0
0,364.002 0,17_*003 b._l_*O02 0,636*003 0,b16=0_1 0_7_7.000 0,19_*U00 0,%_0=00_ 0,3_4"000
0,_76.002 0,_73.00_ 0_%_4*U02 0,638.003 C,483-0_ 0,02]*000 0,3_?*_00 0,_9_.00_ _,_7_*000
O,9eO*O0| 0,_7|*003 0i11_*002 0,8i4.00| 0,134-001 O, O,Zt*,O00,?_O=OOi U,11|*000
0,2_S.003 0,329.00_ O,_*UO • O,_iS*OOi O,i40.O_i Ot U,901*UO0 0,I§|.00_ O,_il*O00
: 0,254*003 0._3§*003 0,1%3-00_ 0,30S*004 0,407-00R O, O,8ia*UO0 0,151.000 0,107"000
0,223"003 0,S07"003 0,22_*U02 0,_|3"004 0,_%°00_ O, O,?_*O00 0;208.000 0,_04"000
PNXR _0,00 D[_R[_i
O, _,26h003 0,_2_.00_ 0,6|h00| 0,1_6*000 0,_I*000 0,%_7*U00 0,%_a.00L .14O.OnO
0,304*00| G,$?**003 0o%%_*00 a 0,636.003 0,8%6-0_1 osT_?*000 _,%vs*_oo 0,%i|.00_ 0,3%1*000
_ _76.en| e $03.003 e %1**002 0.636-001 0,_03"00% 0,_23"000 0,3_?'000 0,29'.00L U,_?I*OOO
...... 0,e_0*00! 0,_?0.803 0,_1_*002 O,at|*O03 0,134"001 O_ 0,98_?U00 0,790.00_ 0,_1"000
o,:_s,oo3 o.$a*.oo_ 0,_.oo_ o,_ns.oo, o.!4o-oo_ o, o,?_.0oo o,,93.oo[ o,s_,,ooo
I _.. O._._,L00&_.37])_L_0-_J.J,_*O-G_. IL,J.t_00_ O_:_,_0_ O. .... O._Z_*_0o o_*000-0._Tn*00 o....
0,2_4.003 0,_3_*003 0,_4*U0 _ 0,|0_*00 _ 0,407-0_2 0, 0,84R*_00 0,1_0.000 0,%0?*000
0,273*003 O,SO?.O03 0,_1_*"02 0,|12-00_ O,2_l-OGR O, 0,7_*000 0,201.000 0,%04*000
Xe 10_0.000 XNO_[_ Pe 1%,1_ _|lk
! R (ZN*) U (FT/S[_) PT.|_SZAJ T-_0_ (P--SiHO{J,_FT_) K L_O _,T,_K H2O YkP K kl_ MAI_. M* e-
0, 0,_?|*003 0,_*U0_ 0,636*003 _,766'UC1 0_77|*000 0,203*U00 0,_4100_ 01_[_'000
0,%_2-00_ 0,%?6*003 O,_*PO 2 0,6360003 0,734=00_ 0_2*000 0,2_*U00 0,20$.00_ 0,204*000
0,_?S*00| 0,%e_*003 0,_*003 0,63_*003 0,_3P'0b% 0,|2_*000 0,31_*000 0,3Z3.00_ 0,_?_,000
0,?_1"00| 0,|21'003 0,_a*U02 0,640.00l _,204-_01 0,_437000 0,6_0*000 0,473.00[ 0,I_t?000
0.9i0L002 O.|Sg*OP3 0 *,PlY*U00 O,?lO*OO_ O_4i,Jlii*o00 --
- 0,9%3*U00 00|0_=00_ 0,%%0*0000,21S*003 0,30_*003
0,_34-003 0,36_*003
__. 0,104*003 0.4_*093
O,%%P*OCZ 0,%0S*004
0,%1_*_02 0,%|0*004
0,2?3*003 0,471.003 0,%_*U0 _ 0,220*004
O,_V_*O0_ 0,493*003 0.1_4*00 _ 0,|4%*00_
PHZe 30,00 _[_[._i
O, 0.27U*003 00%15*002 0,636,003
0,1;1*00| 0,_70.003 0_11_*_02 0,636.003
0,S75.002 0,299*003 0,%17*000 O,e3v*O0_
O,?OO*O02 0,221.003 0,1%0*002 0,640*003
0i9b0.00_ 0,2_9"00_ 0,%_4*_ 2 0,616.00|
0,25S.003 0,304*0_3 0,_'00 _ 0,209*004
0,134"00_ 0,302*003 0,%1_*00 _ 0,2S0*004
O_.p4,d_ _,_1,003 0.11_*00 z 0,19_4
0,173.003 0,4?1.003 0,124*U0_ 0,2_0.004
0,29_*003 0,492*003 0,%_4*002 0,241"004
0,10_=0L=2 0,
0,659=0_ O, 0.0_I*900 0,1%4e000 0,_|*000
0i440"0_ Os 0_0_3*_00 05_?i000_04L,_.0_*000
0,340=00R Oc O,ORU*UO0 0,1_0_000 00%06*000
0,306=00R O, 0,00_*000 0,1_*000 0,%01*000
c,?_e-o_ e_T?h000 o,zoa*uoo o,_*,0o_ o,|_*ooo
0,734-0_ 0;76_*000 U,Z_*UO0 0,_0_000_ 00|06*000
o,_3s-o_ o_I?9.ooo o,31_'uoo o,_a,ooL o,_?_*o0o
O,_U_=O_ O, 0,9%3*000 0,18_.00% 0,%%0*000
0,6_9=U_R O, O,81b*UOO 0,1%4*000 0,_%3*000
0.340-0_R 0, 0,8R0*U00 0,110.000 0,10_*000
0,306"00_ 0_ 0,00_'000 0,_9_*000 0,%05*000
(;-,_
_PENDIX H
COMPUTED RESULTS FOR "MODIFIED DESIGN"
CASE OF FULL-SCALE E/STS 2-3
PERFO_4ANCE PREDICTION ANALYSIS
........................ M_X--I_-ZNPUT FO_--_A$[ NuMe_H
D* {IN,) D_ (IN,) xJ (ZN,) ALFM ;D[_) GW _J
MDUT H MDOT d PT1 (PSZA)PTJ (PSIA) TIM (R} TIJ [R) MI flZ
0,260*00_ 0,274.004 0,151*002 0,399*00a O._HO*00 _ 0_0*003 0,0_1*U00 0,477-001
P1 (PSZA)pT2 (PSIA) P2 (P$IA)Ud(FT/SE_)UH(_T/SLC) M*X-GM MIX-OmR VAP pR[_
-- 0.-_i_0002 0,12_.00_ 0.21=.00 • O,eOo.O0_ 0,_Y4.06_ O,*_omog_ UVtOQ;ug; O_;gg.gg;
__ _[T DAIA
NU MDOTJ JET DIAM J_T HAD, AL_MUTM
(LBIHEc) (IN) ..,s____ZNJ |uL_j
60 0.696*003 0,790*000 0,_49"00_ O,
4 0t681-003 0,2§7.00_ 0,_20_00_ O,
CDNO_TIUN5 AFT[_ C_MPLE_L MIXCNB
P (PSIA) U (FT/_(G) PT (PSIA) T TOT (H)HU(_B/FT3} K .ZU LIQ
-0-;:_-1-4_002-0'-25S.003 0.11_*00_ 0.B_0"00_ O,Z_-OO_ 0,
O, 0,655+003 0.11_*_02
0,192.002 0.699*003 0,115.002
0.S76"002 0,6_1"002 0,229"08_
O_TJLO._i02 n A_S.nn3 O _'9 n_
o.96o,ooz _:6_5;_z o;_zH.o_
0,11H*003 0,655.003 0,11_*002
0_1_4.003 0,8_.002 0,116._-02
0,173"003 0,6_2.003 0.11_*002
0,192.003 0,699*003 0,11_.*002
PHIm 45.00 DEGHL_$
O. 0.65_*00_ 0.11_*002
0._1_2_ 0_655,00_
0,576*002 0,655"003
0,960"002 0,655.003
0.11H'00_ 0.655"003
o,la4*Qp_ p.6_,o0 _
Xm 50.000 INGH[5 p. 11,_2e P_L_
pHZmO DE_REE$
0.449-004 _82"00_ O*
O.
0.12_,002 0
0,11_'002 0
0.11_*002 0
0_I_.002 O
0,449*004
0,449*004
O,S?4*OO_
449_n4
0.449.004
0,449.004
0,634.003
0_449*004
0,449*004
O.q_2-O0 _
fl.q_2.na_
0,482=00_
,_2-o0_
,_26*00_
O,_8H;O0_
U.449*004 0,_B2=00_
0 449*004 0,_82"00 _
0,449*004 0,_82"00 _
449*004 0,_82-000
4494004 U,q62"004
,449.004 0,4_2"00 _
449*004 O.q82000d
449*004 0.q82"00_
0,_15.002 0,_61"00 _ 0,6_0"00Z
0.11_*_02 0.449*004 0,_6H'00_
IN_ML5 _. 11,49_
O,
O,YY7*OOO
o0
o,
o,
O,
0,
O.
O,
01
0,
O,
UI
O,
O,
0,194.003 0,223.003
0,273*003 0.652.003
0.192.003 0_655.003
X8 100,000 P_
PHImO DE_REFS
(ZN,) U (FT/SEC) PT (P_IA) T TOT (K)HO(_B/FI6) _ H_U L_U
O* 0,_01"00_ 0,125.002 0,449"004 0,_81"00_ O*
0,292"002 0,802"003 0,1_*002 0,449"004 O,_dl'O00 0,
0.3_4,002 0,793.00_ 0_12_.002 _44B*004 0,_0=00 a O,
0,76_*00_ 0,15_*003 0,11_*U02 0,64B*00_ 0,192"001 0,
0|
0,
O,
k H_U YAP K M2 MACH NU.
u,V_?uou u,_,o0_ u,zz_-oOU
H_U VA_ K M_ "ACM NUt
0, 0_100*001 0._45"001
u.4_-u_ 0,L00.001 u,54_'001
g.$_y-vlr_ g,i_e-ole._4&s?voo
_,_a-uaa 0,100.001 0,H4_'U01
0,31q'u04 0,%00*001 0,545"U0Z
o,7_o0_ 0,9_a.000 V,HHH'O0$
O'_[_'UZ 1 0'100"00 I 0,545"00_ ......
U, 0,100.00_ U,_'001
0,274-074 OtlOOtO01 0_54S'001
o._u_e 0,_00,00z 0,5_5-o0z
O.Z_O_O_Z 0,Z00.00_ g,5_'OOZ
0. 0,100.001 g,H_5"U|I
O, 0,100.00_ V*_'001
_,q4_'_44 0,100.001 U,545,001
0._2_-u06 0,z00,00_ 0.54H-__z
0,078*v0u 0,1RZ.000 Q,6g5-001
U.7_TUO_ 0.97a.000 U,H*_'oOZ
0,61P=U_7 0,100.001 0,545%U01 __ _
H_U YAP K M2 MACH NU I
_*aOZ'U20 0,100#001 g,697°00Z
0,2_V'01_ 0,_00"005 U,6_7"001
O*_I'UO_ 0*200-00_ 0*3_/*000
u,V_Z,UOU O,Gy4.OOZ u,_zT-uOZ
0,960*002 0,B01.003 0.11_'002
o_il_÷00a 0,_01"003 0;11_*_0_Z
0,144.003 0,608.003 0,11_.002
0.194.003 0,_46.002 0.116-002
0,192"003 0,801.003 0.11_*U02
pHI8 45.00 _EGHL_$
0, - O*B_£*O03 0.115"00_
0,192"002 0,801"003 0,119"002
0,384*002 0,801.003 0.115.002
0,7_8"002 0,801"00_ 0.11_'002
0.960.002 0._01.00 _ 0.11_.002
0;i1_.003 0,_01,d03 0_11_.00_
0,_34"003 0,6_4.003 0,115.002
0,i_4.003 0,90_*002 0.116*g02
0_.003 0,273.003-0_;00_
0,192_00_ 0,_01._03 0,11_'002
U,440*004 O,_BI'O0 _ U.
0,44Y*004 0e_1_000 U!
0,397*004 0,_71"00 _ 0,
0,63_*003 0,148"000 O,0_V*O00
0.1_1.00 _ 0._13"00_ O,
00449*004 0*_1"006 U,
0,44Y*00_ 0,_L°00_ U,
0,449*004 0._81'00_ 0,
0,449*004 0,_61"003 0,
06449*00_ O,_L'O_ O.
0,449.004 O,_L'00 _ U,
0,449.00 * 0,_I-00 d U,
0,44V*004 0,_01"000 0.
0,4_4004 0¢_44=006 U*
0,634*003 0,X_2*000 0,047"000
O,laX*O04 0,_1_=00_ O*
0,449*004 O,q_'O0 _ 0.
U,4_'UO0 0,100.001 0,6_7"U01
0*4_*g00 0,57¥6000 U_6_2"001
0._I_V01 0,1_0-001 0,1¢9"000
0,_I_'00 _ 0,100.001 U,6_7"U01
O,eZT"u[2 0.Z00"00_ 0*6_7"00_
UoO01"U_O 0,$00.00_ U,607"00_
U,4_U'U20 0,100.001 U,6_7"uoz
O._Op,U_U U,lOo*U01 U,6_7=001
O,_tUOl 0,100"001 U*_1"001 -- --
0,_Z_000 0_608"000 U,67_'001
O,l_Y*VO0 U,1_-001 0,1_9*U00
0,27_;00 D 0,100.00_ U.6b7"001
X, 200.000 IN_MEb P= 11.470 pb_A
eNi*0 b(_.LES
R {1N,) U (FT/$£C) _T (PSIA) T TOT (_)MO(_B/[Tal K MZU• 1I@ K H_U vke K M2 ekG_ NO,
....... . 0 00 0O, 0,926*003 _.11_*002 0,44¥'004 0 .48 ° _ , 0,119"V0_ 0,100.U0$ 0+773"001
0,1V2*002 0'_;_.003 0,115"002 0_ _+00_ U,_9_0"00 _ 0_ 0,22_;Q01 0.Y7e*000 _,7_4*U01
0,384*002 0,18b*003 0,115"002 0*728*00_ U,168"001 0, _.¥21"U00 0,72¥w001 Uo00g°00$
0,57b*002 0.735.002 0.117.002 0,614*00_
0,960.002 0,?43*003 0.110*00_ 0,409*004
0,115.003 0,890*003 0,115-002 0*444"00'
0,104*0o_ 0,_4_*00_ 0;ii_.o02 o,120.o0_
0,1_4.005 0,203*003 0,11e*002 0,63_*003
0,173.Q03 0,1+54.003 0.115.002 0,641.003
--- 0,192.003 0,?$_*0i_ IPrI_S_OOZ 0,411*004
PMZ8 49,00 D(SRLT|
0* A._2B._ s _*_?rnn_ . ddV*nnS
0,384.002 0,916.003 0,$1_'002 0,447*004
0o576.002 0.922.00_ 0jl1_*O02 O_44e*004
0,768*002 0,92§*00_ 0¢11_*002 0,449*004
0,9_0.002 0,9_a*00 a 0,11_*002 0.44¥*004
0,1_4.003 0,_42.00 _ 0,11_.002 0,120.004
0,1_4.003 0,103,003 0.11_.002 U,63_*003
0,!73.003 001S4*00 _ _,11_*002 U_&41*00_
0,1_2.003 0,759*003 0,11_'002 0,4i2"004
Xl 300,000 zNGH[ $ Pe
U,_7*000 U,_l_*000 0,2_;00_ 0,_90.00_ 0,210*U0_
0,1467000 0,_/+000 0,101*U00 0,1_1_001 g,1_v*000
0,17_'00_ 0, O._0DegOg 0,_4_*000 U,7_9_001
o,_1_"oo+ o, o,_?_o0_ o,,+_,ooo ,,--s!o01
Q,_10"00_ 0, _0904*U00 0,_0_0001 0*_10"00_
0,y41-001 U,_Za*000 0,1(U+000 0,110=001 U,1_47000
0,_0=001 0 _b_000 Oo_6D*U00 0,490"001 V'103+000
o.t4eruoa 0_ o,!_e_90e o.09_.ooo ,._47ooz +_.
_ii! .
.4_m_fl_. .m.s*Voufle .qfln6nh5 11.7_ _
0,404"00_ U, 0,_6_;U02 0,974*000 U*774°001
0lqe7o00O U, U,1_0oU01 0,y_(*000 U,7740001 1
o._.o,ooa o, u;z_;voa-O,loo.oo; u,7T_-ool
0,_80-000 O, 0.4_1-004 0,100.001 U,713"001
Q+_5_00_ 0* Q,640;U01 09940*000 0,775'01_
0,y40-00_ O,QZ_*000 0,170*V00 0,170-001 U,1_4*00U
0+¢80_001 0+o1_.000 0,6_*U00 0,470.00_ P,103"000
0,)46o006 0,- " Oea_P_UOU 0*e_*000 U*704,001
11,q_v eb_A
R (IN,) U (FT/SE_) PT (PSIA) I TOT (_)HO(LBIFT_) K ._U LIU _ H_U VA_ K M2 MkCM NO,
0, 0,10_.004 0,11S.002 0,44_*004 _,_10;00 _ U, U,_la,U01 0,V40*000 U,9_4"001
0+192.002 0+747.003 0,115*p02 0,373.004 0,100'00_ 0, 0,D_*U00 0,470*000 U'Q_4"UQ 1 ................ '
0,384.002 0,165.003 0,115.002 0,641.00_ 0,_24'001 0,_1P+000 0,_ v00 0,41_'001 @*1_1+00g
0,57_.002 0.980.001 0,116.002 0,631*000 0,Zb3*000 0,°Y4"000 0,y4_'W01 0,117.001 g,l_*_0g
0,7_8.002 0,116.00_ 0,$16--002 0+036*O0_ 0,_70'001 0,/79.000 0,I_a_,0, 0,1_0_001 0,1_6"000
0,960.002 0,365*003 0,11_.002 0,101*004 U._05"00 _ U, U*e_ _*u00 0'1_ u-U00 _i¥_%°001
0,115.003 0.717.003 0.11_.002 0,364.004 0,117-00 _ U. 0._Y*_0U 0,441.000 Q,V_'U01
0,134.Q03 _223.003 0,11_.002 0,781.000 0,z_4-00_ o, u,0z_;uou 0,7_z.001 u,10_*00_0,194.003 130.003 0,_-5._0_0_-,_b _ 0,_21.001 0,04_.000 0w327_U00 0,2J0.00i _,102*U00 -
_. OU 0 0o11_*U000,173.003 0o101+003 0,115"002 0,641"00_ 0,_90"001 0,_Pe*000 0'6OY* U ,9_0-00_
0,172*Q03 Q,306*Q03 0.119.002++0,$77.004 0,_4b'00_ 0. 0.0_0_V00 0,1_0*__000 U,QTe?0QZ
PHI8 45,00 bfGHLLS
0, 0,106"004 0,115"002 0, 44_*004 0'_10"00°
0,192"002 0,900.00_ o.111_.002 _41'*00' u._2_-o0_
0,3_4.002 0 ,021*oo_ o.11_;+ooa-o,3_B*oo a o.1SQ'oo_
0,576.002 0.713.003 0,110*002 0,36_*006 0,119-U0V
0+700.002 0.101.004 0__t19.002 0,43_.004 0,Db4-000
o.Q60+ob_-6.10e*o-o _ _.1_'J-_o_-0;44_,oo, o.,9_oo_
0,115"003 0,7_2"003 0,115"002 0o37_*004 0,10b'00<
0,1_4.003 0,22_.003 0,115.002 0,78_*000 0,154"001
0,1_4.003 0,_39.003 0;_1_*001 0.6_9-003 0,_21"00_
0,173.003 0,181.003 0.11_.002 0,641"003 0,_58*001
0, U,_lO'W02 U,¥4o*g0O W,914"001
0, U,6_U*UUU 0,_0*000 U*V_3,001
0, 0,_Z?uo0 o,a59,o0o 0,94_-001
0* Q*D_4_UOU 0*4_7*U00 Uo9_6"00 Z
0. U,14_*000 0,e_e*o00 V,v17"_0_
0, U,356;U0_ 0.967.000 U,914"001
0, u*_ZI*uuu 0 *4_4*000 U*9_3"001
U* _,¥_;UOU 0,7_Z-001 V,104+UOU
0,o4_*000 U,3_7*V00 0,2_¢-g0I d+_g*000
0,g_e*000 Oob_V*UOU 0,_e_001 0*1_9"000
0.192.003 0.306*003 0,115.002 0.197.004 0,_45"00 _ O, 0,0P0_V00 0,1D0*000+g,778,U01
X, 400.000 zNG--ME_ p, 1i,_1,_ P_ZA
PHZt0 _E_RLE5
H |IN,) U (FT/b[_) PT (PS1A) I TOT (_)_U(LU/_T_) R H_U L_U K H_u VA_ K M2 NACH NU t
0,192"002 0,401.003 0,115"002 0,23_*004 0' 632"00_ 0, uoU14*UOU 0,1_.000 g*10_÷U00
0 _.+
_,364.002 Q,196*003 0,11_.002 0,641.003 0,_§5"00_ 0,_4Y9000 tO066UO Ot _e00_ 011_3"00 U
0,57b*002 0,13_*00310;11_*0_U_;00 _ U,_29-001 0,111"000 0,26o&UOU U,2_i-001 Uo147+UOU
0,7be.002 0,157.003 0,115.002 0,639*003 0,_49-001 0,_*000 0*_u¢+UOU 0 *31_'U01 V'L_M*00U
0,9_0.002 0,299.00_ 0,11_.002 0,11_*004 0,y4_-00_ 0, U,v0o*uOQ 0,v4_.001 U,1_0*00_
0,115"003 0,449*003 0,115"002 0,215"004
0,234*003 0,237*003 0,115.002 0,75Z*00J
0,1_4.003 0,17b.003 0,11_.002 0,641.003
0,173.00_ 0,_0_.003 0,iib.u02 0;_4_.00_
0,192.003 0,283.003 0.115.002 0,10b*004
PHI8 45,00 DE_LbS
O, 0,801.003 0,11_.002 0,06_*004
0,192"002 0,544*003 0,11_*002 0.267*004
0o3_4"002 0,3_9"003 0,11b*002 0,t§7"004
0,5/b*0@2 0,40?*003 0,11_'00 _ 0,189.004
0,7_M*002 0,72_*003 0,11_*U02 0,_4_*00_
__ Q,0eU*QO2 Q,964*00_ 0o11_'002 0_4_0"00 _
0,115.003 0,542*003 0,119.00 _ g,_66*004
0o1_4.003 0o_3_*003 0,11_*002 0,?$9*003
• 0,154.003 *?U*0_3 -._15*g02 0.&41"003
0,11_'003 _;_0V'60 _ _,[1_.U02 U,642.00_
0,192.003 0o203"003 0.11_*Q02 U. 10b*004
0o161"001 0, 0,9_.000 0,7_V.001 0,113"000
0,422-001 0,_I0.000 Q,_41+000 0,4_0-001 0*1_0+U00
0.107"001 O. O.VI_*UO0 O,b#_-O01 U.110*000
0,_99'00_ 0, 0,/71+UOU g,_9*U00 U,I0_*U00
0,628"00_ O, U,Udl*000 0,11V*000 U,10_+UOU
U,I_9"00_ O, 0,6_U*U00 U._0*U00 U*10_*00_
0,159"00o 0, 0,_4o*_00 U,6D_*oOg V,101*U00
0,I_9"00_ O. U,9_O*UOU 0,74_001 g,113*U00
_,11/=00_ U,11_*_00 O,_R°*UgO
0o107"00_ U, U,91_*UOU U,88_-001 U,11U*UOU
h-2
pbIAx= 600.000 Z__L_ ...... P. _11.*0v
PHZeO DE_X(ES
H [1HOP U (FT/S[G) PT (PSIA) l TOT (_|_U(_W/FT3J
0*1V2*002 0,297*003 0,11_.002 0,112"004 0,_90"00_
0.304*002 0.243*003 0.11_'002 0.770.00a 0.156"001
O_t57b*O02 0,_19,_03 0_1_.002 01642-003 0,_01'001
0*7_e*002 0.232*005 0.11_.002 0.696"005 0._75"001
0.9_0"002 0.273"003 0.11_,002 0t957,005 0._20"00_
0,115.00a 0,262,003_;_.001 0,102.00, 0 _L_11-001
0,254.003 0,244.003 0,11_.002 0,771.00_ 0,156-00_
0,154.003 0,220.003 0,11_.002 0,642.00a 0,198-001
0.173,003.... 0_224,003 0j115,002 0.649,00_ 0.191-001
0.1V2"005 0.233,003 0.11_,002 0.707*003 0.173,001
.ZO LIU _ H_U YAW K _
o, O,yOe*UOO 0,91v.001
o, U,9_*U00 0_747.U01
O, O,¥_y*UOV 0,71_001
o, 0,_?u00 o.,_e.001
O[ O,V_4*gOO_7eO01
0* U*V_UOU 0'74_'00_
0,g9_-001 0,¥0_*U00 0,674-001
0, U.V_I*UOU O,bVP*O01
NACH NU,
U,1_0*00U .....
V.111*000
U.114*UOU
gt117÷UOQ
_,119*000
U_112*000
U.114*U00
U,117*U00
U.116*U0U
O* O,Y;_o*VO0 0,71v,,001 0,119"D00
PHZI 4_.00 DE_R[[S
O, 0,331.00a 0.11_.u02 0,23_*00_
0.384"002 0.270.003 0.115"002 0.950*00_
0,57b'002 0,28_*003 0,11_.002 0,10b*004
0,7_*0-02-0,_7"003 0,11_*002 0,1_9"004
0.9_0"002 0.430*005 0.11_*002 0.19V*004
0.119,003 0.34_,003 0.115,002 0.146,004
0;_-_0-_O;-250.00 _ 0.11_*00 _ 0,U_1*00_
0.154.003 0.222*003 0.11_.002 0,642.000
0,173.003 0,224*003 0.11_*002 0,651.00_
0._¥ *2*O0_,L:r33_ '_ 0.11_*001 O,?Oe*00a
X= _00.000 ZNCHL5 P_
PHZmO DEGREES
0,_81-00_
0._o9"00_
0,_24-001
0,10b-001
0,_19,00z
0._38-00_
0,_9_-002
0.1_V_001
0,294"001
0.190"00_
0.173"001
11.400
O. 0,_84.003 0,11_'002 0,980*00d U*11b;O01
0,1_2"002 0,26Z'003 0,115*Q0 _ 0,97_*00_ 0,_18"001
0. O.aV}*UOU 0.10}*000 0.110*000_
O. O_;v01;uO0 0*v_1-001 U*111*000
O, 0,v17*U00 0,e_.001 U,113*000
0. U.VZI+UOU 0.8_.001 U,112*U00
O, U.e_U_uOo o.1_0.000 u.1097000
0. U.O_o*V00 0_1_Z*000 g.100?_00
Or 0,0_.000 0.11Z*000 0._10*U00
0. O*V_*UOO 0.7_.001 U,113*000
0,_1o-00_ O.VgO+UOU 0._7-00_ U,I_b*UOU
U. O.9_U*UOU 0.69_.001 0.116*U00
0, O*V_aT_00 0,7¢9"901 0,I_,000
pb_A
M_U L_ _ H_U rAY K H_ _ACM NU.
O. _.V1_*U00 0.8_0-001 U.1_5*000
U. 0.V10_U00 0._.005 U.115*U00
0,57b*002 0.2779003 0.11_*002 0.944*003
0.768*002 0.201-003 0.11_.092 0.967*003
0,115"003 0,273.003 0,11_*U02 0.916"00 _
0.164"003 0.2_0*003 0.11_*U02 0.82_*00_
0,154.003 0.247.003 _'J-'1_02--0_00_
0,173*003 0,244.003 0,11_.002 0,739.003
0.1_2"003 0._45,00_ 0.11_*002 0,746*004
0* 0*284"003 0.11_'002 U.99a*00_
0*102*002 0,282.003 0,11_*002 0,975.00_
0.3_4"002 0.202.005_0-._0 _ 0.9)o.09_
0.976"002 0.293*003 0.11_'002 0.10_'004
0.760*092 0.31_*00 _ 0.11_.002 U.117*004
0.960--002 0.320.00 _ 0.11_.002 0.122.00 _
0,115"00_ 0,301.00_ 0,11_'002 0,110.004
0,134"003 0._7_*003 0.11_,002 0.91_*00_
0.154.003 0.253.00-30_.11_.00_ 0.79q*00_
0.173"003 0.247*003 0.11_,002 0.754*003
0.192"003 0.247.003 0.11_*U02 0.794*003
0._2"001
0,123;001
0.119=001
0.118;00_
0,127-001
0,14b=001
0,_60'001
0,164-001
0,162"001
0, 0,v_*999 9,099,00_ U,1;_*000
o. O.V_T_uO9 9.e_0.00_ 9.21_,000
0. 0._1o?u00 0.e_0.00_ 9.1_'000
0. _*Ylb*UUU 0*84_*U0t U*1_U00
O. O*VI_*_OU U*_I_.001 U,116÷U00
U. U*V2O*UOO 0.771-001 U*116*000
9. OtV_7*U00 0.7_3"90_ 0*117"000
0, O.Y_*UO0 0,7_,001 U*117*000
0,11_=00Z
0,_16=00_
0,100"001
0,_3_'00_
0,?_7-00v
0.19_'001
0.127"001
0.Z60"001
0,160;00_
0. o.Yz=,uou u.e_u.ooz U.lZ_,uou
U. U,vX°*UOU 0._44-001 U*11_÷uOU
0* 0.912+VOU 9*e_0.901 0*11_*009
U, O*VOP*000 0.947"901 0.114*UOU
O. 0.v0_*000 o.vTq=oOZ U,I_*uOU
U, 0,70_U00 0,907=001 U,$14+UOU
U* U.¥1V*_O0 0.01_.001 U*11_*000
0. U.9_e*000 0.740_001 0,117"000
o, 0.?_o70o0 0.7_0.001 u.zz7*000
x. 1000,000 ZNCH[_ v. 11,_9_
PHZzO DF:b_E[5
H (IN,} U (FT/SEC) PT (P$IA) ] TOT (H)HU(_U/FT3;
O_ o.28,.00_ o.115.0oz 9,990.o6a o,_zs;oo_
0.192"002 0.219,003 0.1_9"002 0.999*003 0._14_001
0.7b_*002 0.290"00_ 0.11_'00 _ U.100*004 0.113"001
0.960+002 Q_2Q4,0_3JL_I_*O02 0,970÷00_ 0.11_-001
0.115.003 0.276,903 0,$1_*002 _6.00_ 0,127"001
0.134÷003 0.267*003 0.11_'002 0.060*00_ 0.15_,001
pbkA
K H_ _ACH NU,
0.173.005 0.261÷003 0.11_*002 0.82_÷00_
0,IV2÷003 0.261.003 0,11_.002 0,820÷00_
U* 0.28_÷00_ 0,11=÷002 0.99_*006
0.1_2"002 0.269÷003 0.110*002 0.100"004
0,_04*_0__291÷0031PLll_*qQ 2 _1011094
0,576÷002 0.29b*00_ 0._1_'002 0,10_*00 _
0,768÷002 0.297÷005 0,11_*U02 0,20_÷00 _
0.215"003 0,206.005 0,11_*g02 0,906*00_
-_u L_U _ H_U VA_
u, • o.?_?.o0
0, 0,91¢*u00
n. n.Gq_unn
U. U.VI_+UO0
U. O,V10*UOO
0, 0.vlo÷u00
O. 0.¥21÷U00
0,14_'001 0_
0.144=001 0,
0.143"00_ U.
O.VZo+vOO
0.8_.h001 0.110'*000
0._V.001 U,1%6÷UOU
0.84_-001 0.116*U00
9,7V1-001 V.117÷000
9.77_.001 0.11_÷010
0._/"/_.00i U.11_+UOU
O.17a-O0$ U.11_÷UOU
_,717*U00 0.e_-001
Oo91_÷UO0 g.064-001
o.Vl_*UOU 0.U_1-001
U,VI_÷uOU 0,87_=001
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